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(54) METHOD OF PRODUCING COLOR CONVERSION TABLE, IMAGE PROCESSING DEVICE,
IMAGE PROCESSING METHOD, PROGRAM AND RECORDING MEDIUM

(57) A method of producing a color conversion table
capable of enhancing continuity in an image-data color
conversion, an image processing device and a method
using the color conversion table, a program and a re-
cording medium. The image processing device per-
forms an image processing by using a color conversion
table produced by using functions for evaluating a
smoothing level at each element of lattice point data af-

ter color conversion by a color conversion table. Func-
tions for evaluating the above smoothing level include
a function based on the twisted quantity of ink-quantity
vector, a function based on a twisted quantity at a virtual
CMY, a function based on a deviation from a target ink
quantity, a function based on a deviation from a target
virtual CMY, a function based on a failure to meet an ink
quantity limitation, a function based on ink quantity re-
duced to minus, and a function based on ink generation.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to production of a color conversion table capable of enhancing continuity of
color conversion of image data.

Background Art

[0002] A color reproducing device such as a scanner, a monitor, a printer, and a projector is different in a color
reproduction characteristic due to difference in whether self-luminous or reflective, difference in tone representation,
difference in primary colors to be used, and the like, and thus, even if the same RGB values, CMY values, or CMYK
values are used, reproduced colors are largely different from one another. Therefore, to reproduce the same color on
different color reproducing devices, it is necessary to represent a color in a device-independent space where a color
is represented independently of characteristics of the devices, and to carry out so-called color management which
determines actual ink quantities or monitor RGB values so that the colors are the same in the space.
[0003] For example, as for a color printer, on the assumption that the RGB values of a scanner, a printer, a monitor,
and the like are sRGB values, which is an international standard, Lab values are calculated according to the standard
from the RGB values, and then, the Lab values are color-converted to a combination of inks for reproducing a color
closest to the Lab values among the colors reproducible by the printer. In general, this conversion is carried out at a
predetermined grid interval in the RGB space, thereby producing a color conversion table (LUT), which carries out
color conversion from RGB values to ink quantities in advance, and the color conversion table is installed in a printer
driver or the like to reproduce desired colors.
[0004] Generally, a color reproduction characteristic of a printer is determined by a characteristic of what combination
of inks is used (referred to as "separation" hereinafter) for input RGB values. This separation is designed to satisfy
various conditions, and thus, often causes discontinuous changes in the ink quantities. Therefore, there are always
areas where the ink quantities discontinuously change on a color conversion table created by simply using this sepa-
ration characteristic, resulting in tone jumps. If there exists the discontinuity in the lattice, a large error occurs in linear
interpolation carried out for obtaining data between the lattice points, thereby also causing a twist in the color in this case.
[0005] The present invention is devised to solve the above problems, and has a first object of providing a method of
producing a color conversion table capable of restraining the color twists and the tone jumps in the output image as
much as possible by correcting the discontinuities in the separation characteristic, and thus; enhancing the continuity
of the color conversion table, and providing an image processing device, a method, a program, and a recording medium
which use the color conversion table.
[0006] If simple smoothing is applied to the table to solve the discontinuities in the lattice, the chroma may decrease
across the entire table.
[0007] Further, the present invention is devised also to solve the above problem, and has a second object of providing
a method of producing a color conversion table capable of restraining the color twists and the tone jumps as much as
possible while maintaining the chroma, and providing an image processing device, an image processing method, a
program, and a recording medium which use the color conversion table.
[0008] Further, the present invention is devised to solve the above problem, and has a third object of providing a
device, a method, and a program for producing a profile enabling color management among different color reproducing
devices while restraining the color twists and the tone jumps of the output image as much as possible, and providing
a recording medium for recording the program.

Disclosure of Invention

[0009] The present invention described in claim 1, is a method for producing a color conversion table by using a
smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color
conversion by the color conversion table.
[0010] The present invention described in claim 2, is an image processing device carrying out image processing
using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing
level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table.
[0011] The present invention described in claim 3, is the image processing device according to claim 2, wherein said
smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted quantity of an ink-quantity vector
before and after the conversion using the color conversion table.
[0012] In the above description, "a twisted quantity of an ink-quantity vector before and after the conversion using
the color conversion table" implies a twisted quantity defined by the ink-quantity vectors between all grid points neigh-
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boring each other in an ink-quantity space represented by the ink quantities after the conversion corresponding to the
respective grid points represented by input values (RGB) of the color conversion table.
[0013] The present invention described in claim 4, is the image processing device according to claim 2 or 3, wherein
said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted quantity in a virtual CMY
space.
[0014] In the above description, "a twisted quantity in a virtual CMY space" implies a twisted quantity defined by the
three-dimensional vectors between all grid points neighboring each other in a space (virtual CMY space) three-dimen-
sionalized by linear combination of an I-dimensional space (I is the number of inks) relating to the ink quantities.
[0015] The present invention described in claim 5, is the image processing device according to any one of claims 2
through 4, wherein said twisted quantities are corrected both in said ink-quantity space and said three-dimensionalized
virtual CMY space so as to correct the twisted quantities while maintaining continuity of the space before and after
compression of the dimension.
[0016] The present invention described in claim 6, is the image processing device according to any one of claims 2
through 5, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level
from a target ink quantity.
[0017] The present invention described in claim 7, is the image processing device according to any one of claims 2
through 6, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level
from target virtual CMY
[0018] The present invention described in claim 8, is the image processing device according to any one of claims 2
through 7, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on an excess level
from an ink quantity limitation.
[0019] The present invention described in claim 9, is the image processing device according to any one of claims 2
through 8, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on an ink quantity
reduced to minus.
[0020] The present invention described in claim 10, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
2 through 9, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on ink generation.
[0021] In the above description, "an evaluation function based on ink generation" implies a function used for evalu-
ating whether an ink is produced at a point where no ink quantity originally is present on the color conversion table
before the smoothing.
[0022] The present invention described in claim 11, is an image processing method for carrying out image processing
using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing
level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table.
[0023] The present invention described in claim 12, is a program of instructions for execution by the computer to
perform an image-processing using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function
used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table.
[0024] The present invention described in claim 13, is a method for producing a color conversion table by using a
smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color
conversion by the color conversion table in a perceptually uniform color space such as the Lab space.
[0025] The present invention described in claim 14, is an image processing device carrying out image processing
using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing
level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table in a perceptually uniform color
space such as the Lab space.
[0026] The present invention described in claim 15, is the image processing device according to claim 14, wherein
said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted quantity due to the per-
ceptually uniform color space such as the Lab space before and after the color conversion using the color conversion
table.
[0027] The present invention described in claim 16, is the image processing device according to claim 14 or 15,
wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level from the
target perceptually uniform color space such as the Lab space.
[0028] The present invention described in claim 17, is an image processing method carrying out image processing
using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing
level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table in a perceptually uniform color
space such as the Lab space.
[0029] The present invention described in claim 18, is a program of instructions for execution by the computer to
perform an image-processing using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function
used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion
table in a perceptually uniform color space such as the Lab space.
[0030] The present invention described in claim 19, is a method for producing a color conversion table by using a
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smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color
conversion by the color conversion table in a color space such as the CMY space.
[0031] The present invention described in claim 20, is an image processing device carrying out image processing
using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing
level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table in a color space such as the
CMY space.
[0032] The present invention described in claim 21, is the image processing device according to claim 20, wherein
said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted quantity due to the color
space such as the CMY space before and after the color conversion using the color conversion table.
[0033] The present invention described in claim 22, is the image processing device according to claim 20 or 21,
wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level from target
CMY values.
[0034] The present invention described in claim 23, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
20 through 22, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function preventing the CMY
value from exceeding 255.
[0035] The present invention described in claim 24, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
20 through 23, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function preventing the CMY
value from being reduced to minus.
[0036] The present invention described in claim 25, is an image processing method carrying out image processing
using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing
level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table in a color space such as the
CMY space.
[0037] The present invention described in claim 26, is a program of instructions for execution by the computer to
perform an image-processing using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function
used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion
table in a color space such as the CMY space.
[0038] The present invention described in claim 27, is a method for producing a color conversion table by using a
smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level of color data at respective lattice points after
color conversion by the color conversion table, and simultaneously, carrying out the color conversion such that the
chroma represented by the color data at the respective lattice points is maintained approximately constant before and
after said smoothing.
[0039] The present invention described in claim 28, is an image processing device carrying out image processing
using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing
level of color data at respective lattice points after color conversion by the color conversion table, and simultaneously,
carrying out the color conversion such that the chroma represented by the color data at the respective lattice points is
maintained approximately constant before and after said smoothing.
[0040] The present invention described in claim 29, is the image processing device according to claim 28, wherein
said color conversion table carries out the color conversion such that, as for such color data at the lattice point that the
chroma represented by the color data decreases after said smoothing compared with the chroma represented by the
color data before said smoothing, the chroma represented by the color data is maintained approximately constant
before and after said smoothing.
[0041] The present invention described in claim 30, is the image processing device according to claim 29, wherein
said color conversion table carries out the color conversion such that, as for such color data at the lattice point that a
ratio of the chroma represented by the color data after said smoothing to the maximum chroma determined by the hue
and lightness represented by the color data after said smoothing decreases compared with a ratio of the chroma
represented by the color data before said smoothing to the maximum chroma determined by the hue and lightness
represented by the color data after said smoothing, the chroma represented by the color data is maintained approxi-
mately constant before and after said smoothing.
[0042] The present invention described in claim 31, is the image processing device according to claim 28 or 29,
wherein said color conversion table carries out the color conversion such that, as for such color data as presenting the
maximum chroma, the chroma represented by the color data is maintained approximately constant before and after
said smoothing.
[0043] The present invention described in claim 32, is the image processing device according to claim 28 or 29,
wherein said color conversion table carries out the color conversion such that, as for such color data as not including
at least one color of a plurality of element colors constituting the color data as a component color, the chroma repre-
sented by the color data is maintained approximately constant before and after said smoothing.
[0044] The present invention described in claim 33, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
28 through 32, wherein said color conversion table carries out the color conversion such that a ratio of the chroma
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represented by the color data at the lattice point after said smoothing to the maximum chroma determined by the hue
and lightness represented by the color data after said smoothing, and a ratio of the chroma represented by the color
data before said smoothing to the maximum chroma determined by the hue and lightness represented by the color
data after said smoothing are maintained approximately constant.
[0045] The present invention described in claim 34, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
28 through 33, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted
quantity of an ink-quantity vector before and after the conversion using the color conversion table.
[0046] The present invention described in claim 35, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
28 through 34, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted
quantity in a virtual CMY space.
[0047] The present invention described in claim 36, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
28 through 35, wherein said twisted quantities are corrected both in said ink-quantity space and said three-dimension-
alized virtual CMY space so as to correct the twisted quantities while maintaining continuity of the space before and
after compression of the dimension.
[0048] The present invention described in claim 37, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
28 through 36, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation
level from a target ink quantity.
[0049] The present invention described in claim 38, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
28 through 37, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation
level from target virtual CAN.
[0050] The present invention described in claim 39, is the image processing device according to claim 38, wherein
said color conversion table carries out the color conversion such that the chroma represented by the color data is
maintained approximately constant before and after said smoothing in said target virtual CMY
[0051] The present invention described in claim 40, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
28 through 39, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on an excess
level from an ink quantity limitation.
[0052] The present invention described in claim 41, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
28 through 40, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on an ink quantity
reduced to minus.
[0053] The present invention described in claim 42, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
28 through 41, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on ink gener-
ation.
[0054] The present invention described in claim 43, is an image processing method carrying out image processing
using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing
level of color data at respective lattice points after color conversion by the color conversion table, and simultaneously,
carrying out the color conversion such that the chroma represented by the color data at the respective lattice points is
maintained approximately constant before and after said smoothing.
[0055] The present invention described in claim 44, is a program of instructions for execution by the computer to
perform an image-processing using a color conversion table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function
used for evaluating a smoothing level of color data at respective lattice points after color conversion by the color
conversion table, and simultaneously, carrying out the color conversion such that the chroma represented by the color
data at the respective lattice points is maintained approximately constant before and after said smoothing.
[0056] The present invention described in claim 45, is a profile producing device producing a profile by using a color
chart output by an image output device comprising: a smoothed table producing means for producing a color conversion
table smoothed by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective
lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion tabled a color chart producing means for causing the
image output device to output the color chart based on desired image input data using the smoothed color conversion
table produced by said smoothed table producing means; a colorimetry means for obtaining a colorimetry value of the
color chart; and a profile producing means for producing a profile from a correspondence between said desired image
input data and the colorimetry value corresponding to said image input data.
[0057] The present invention described in claim 46, is the profile producing device according to claim 45, wherein
said desired image input data include a device value depending on a color reproduction characteristic of the image
output device.
[0058] The present invention described in claim 47, is the profile producing device according to claim 46, wherein
the device value depending on the color reproduction characteristic of said image output device includes RGB values,
CMY values, or CMYK values.
[0059] The present invention described in claim 48, is the profile producing device according to any one of claims
45 through 47, wherein said colorimetry value is a colorimetry value indicating appearance of a color.
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[0060] The present invention described in claim 49, is the profile producing device according to claim 48, wherein
said colorimetry value indicating the appearance of the color includes Lab values, Luv values, XYZ values, or CIE CAM
97S.
[0061] The present invention described in claim 50, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
45 through 49, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted
quantity of an ink-quantity vector before and after the conversion using the color conversion table.
[0062] The present invention described in claim 51, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
45 through 50, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted
quantity in a virtual CMY space.
[0063] The present invention described in claim 52, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
45 through 51, wherein said twisted quantities are corrected both in said ink-quantity space and said three-dimension-
alized virtual CMY space so as to correct the twisted quantities while maintaining continuity of the space before and
after compression of the dimension.
[0064] The present invention described in claim 53, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
45 through 52, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation
level from a target ink quantity.
[0065] The present invention described in claim 54, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
45 through 53, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation
level from target virtual CMY.
[0066] The present invention described in claim 55, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
45 through 54, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on an excess
level from an ink quantity limitation.
[0067] The present invention described in claim 56, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
45 through 55, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on an ink quantity
reduced to minus.
[0068] The present invention described in claim 57, is the image processing device according to any one of claims
45 through 56, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an evaluation function based on ink gener-
ation.
[0069] The present invention described in claim 58, is a profile producing method producing a profile by using a color
chart output by an image output device comprising: a smoothed table producing step for producing a color conversion
table smoothed by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective
lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table; a color chart producing step for causing the image
output device to output the color chart based on desired image input data using the smoothed color conversion table
produced by said smoothed table producing step; a colorimetry step for obtaining a colorimetry value of the color chart;
and a profile producing step for producing a profile from a correspondence between said desired image input data and
the colorimetry value corresponding to said image input data.
[0070] The present invention described in claim 59, is a program of instructions for execution by the computer to
perform a profile producing method producing a profile by using a color chart output by an image output device, said
profile producing method comprising: a smoothed table producing step for producing a color conversion table smoothed
by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data
after color conversion by the color conversion table; a color chart producing step for causing the image output device
to output the color chart based on desired image input data using the smoothed color conversion table produced by
said smoothed table producing step; a colorimetry step for obtaining a colorimetry value of the color chart; and a profile
producing step for producing a profile from a correspondence between said desired image input data and the colorimetry
value corresponding to said image input data.
[0071] The present invention described in claim 60, is a recording medium readable by a computer recording a
program according to any one of claims 56, 18, 26, and 44.
[0072] The present invention described in claim 61, is a method for producing a color conversion table using a plurality
of costs used for evaluating a level of smoothing at respective lattice point data after color conversion using the color
conversion table.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0073]

Fig. 1 is a function block diagram of a color conversion table producing device according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram for showing a constitution of the color conversion table producing device and the image
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processing apparatus according to the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a function block diagram of an image processing device according to the embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 4 is a flowchart for explaining an operation of the image processing device 20B;
Fig. 5 is a flowchart describing the processing by the color conversion table producing device;
Fig. 6 is a flowchart describing the smoothing processing by the color conversion table according to the first em-
bodiment;
Fig. 7 describes a definition of a twisted quantity vector of ink quantities according to the first embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a function block diagram of an image processing apparatus according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 9 is a flowchart describing the smoothing processing across the entire LUT by the color conversion table
according to the second embodiment;
Fig. 10 describes a definition of an Lab vector according to the second embodiment;
Fig. 11 is a flowchart describing the smoothing processing across the entire LUT by the color conversion table
according to the third embodiment;
Fig. 12 describes a definition of CMY vectors according to the third embodiment;
Fig. 13 is a drawing showing the grid point "p", the grid point "T" and the grid point "T'" in the virtual CMY space;
Fig. 14 is a drawing showing the grid point "p", the grid point "T" and the grid point "T'" in the virtual CMY space
according to the first variation;
Fig. 15 is a drawing showing the grid point "p", the grid point "T" and the grid point "T"' in the virtual CMY space
according to the third variation;
Fig. 16 shows a function block diagram of a profile producing device 20 according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 17 shows a flowchart showing an operation of the profile producing device 20 when the color conversion LUT
is produced;
Fig. 18 is a flowchart showing an operation of the profile producing device 20 when the ICC profile is produced; and
Fig. 19 shows a function block diagram of an image processing device according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0074] A description will now be given of embodiments of the present invention with reference to drawings. It should
be noted that a "color conversion table" implies a table (LUT) providing a function of converting input values (such as
RGB values) to other values (such as CcMmYK values which are ink quantities) whether it carries out color correction
or not in the present specification, and includes an LUT without color correction to which smoothing described below
is applied. On the other hand, a "color correction table" is a table produced by a color management processing based
on the input RGB values which are assumed to comply with conversion equation defined by international standard
(such as the sRGB standard), and is a table (LUT) having a function of carrying out color correction such that a color
shown when the input RGB values are represented on a display and a color shown when the input RGB values are
represented in a printer output match each other.

(A) First embodiment (production of color conversion table capable of enhancing continuity of color conversion of image
data)

(A-1) First example

[0075] Case using an evaluation function based on twisted quantities in ink quantities
[0076] Fig. 1 is a function block diagram of a color conversion table producing device according to an embodiment
of the present invention, and Fig. 3 is a function block diagram of an image processing device according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention.

Hardware Constitution

[0077] Fig. 2 is a schematic block diagram showing an example of a concrete hardware constitution of the color
conversion table producing device and the image processing apparatus according to the present invention.
[0078] The present embodiment employs a computer system as an example of hardware for the color conversion
table producing device and the image processing apparatus. Fig. 2 shows the computer system as a block diagram.
The computer system is provided with a scanner 11a, a digital still camera 11b, and a video camera 11c as image input
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devices, and they are connected with a computer main unit 12. The individual input devices generate an image data
where an image is represented by pixels arranged as dot matrix, and provide the computer main unit 12 with the image
data, where the image data represents about 16,7 million colors by 256-gradation display in three primary colors in-
cluding R, G, and B.
[0079] A floppy disk drive 13a, a hard disk drive 13b, and a CD-ROM drive 13c are connected with the computer
main unit 12 as external auxiliary storage apparatuses, the hard disk 13b stores base programs relating to the system,
and necessary programs are read from a floppy disk and a CD-ROM as required. A modem 14a is connected for
connecting the computer main unit 12 with an external network or the like as a communication device, and software
and data are downloaded for introduction by connecting to the external network through a public communication line.
In this example, though the modem 14a is used for the external access through the telephone line, a constitution for
access to a network through a LAN adaptor is also possible. In addition, a keyboard 15a and a mouse 15b are connected
for operating the computer main unit 12.
[0080] The computer main unit 12 is provided with a display 17a, a color printer 17b and a projector 17c as image
output devices. The display 17a is provides with a display area including 800 pixels in the horizontal direction and 600
pixels in the vertical direction, and 16,7 million colors are displayed on the individual pixels. This resolution is an ex-
ample, and the resolution may be changed to 640 3 480 or 1024 3 768 as needed.
[0081] The color printer 17b is an ink jet printer, and prints an image on a print sheet as a medium with color ink of
four colors including C, M, Y, and K. As image resolution, high density print such as 360 3 360 dpi or 720 3 720 dpi
is available, and as gradation representation, two-gradation representation by selecting whether attaching the color
ink or not is available. A predetermined program is running on the computer main unit 12 to obtain an image through
the image input devices, and to display or to provide on the image output device. An operating system (OS) 12a
operates as a base program, and a display driver (DSP DRV) 12b for making the display 17a the displaying process,
a printer driver (PRT DRV) 12c for making the color printer 17b the printing process and a projector driver 12d (not
shown) for making the projector 17c the displaying process are integrated into the operating system 12a. The drivers
12b, 12c and 12d depend on the models of the display 17a, the color printer 17b and the projector 17c and are added
to or changed in the operating system 12a according to the models. It is also possible to realize a feature in addition
to a standard processing depending on the models. In other words, different additional processes are realized in a
permissible range while a common processing system is maintained on a standard system as the operating system 12a.
[0082] As a prerequisite for running the program, the computer main unit 12 is provided with a CPU 12e, a RAM 12f,
a ROM 12g, an I/O 12h and the like, and the CPU 12e executes the base program written in the ROM 12g as needed
while using the RAM 12f as a temporary work area or specified memory area, or a program area, and controls the
external apparatuses connected through the I/O 12h and internal apparatuses.
[0083] The application 12d is executed on the operating system 12a, which serves as the base program. Contents
of the processing in application 12d vary, and include monitoring the operation of keyboard 15a and the mouse 15b
as operating devices, properly controlling the different external apparatuses, executing corresponding calculation and
the like when they are operated, and displaying or providing a processed result on the display 17a or the color printer
17b.
[0084] The computer system obtains image data through the scanner 11a as an image input device, performs a
predetermined image processing with the application 12d, and show the processed result as output on the display 17a,
the color printer 17b or the projector 17c, which serve as image output devices.
[0085] In the present invention, though the image processing apparatus is realized as a computer system, the com-
puter system is not necessarily required, and a system that applies the process required in the present invention to
similar image data is possible. A system where an image processing system for performing the image processing of
present invention is integrated in a digital still camera, and image data after the image processing are used for printing
through a color printer is possible. For a color printer, which obtains image data and prints without a computer system,
it is possible to constitute such that the image processing of present invention is automatically applied on image data
obtained through a scanner, a digital still camera, modem or the like and printing is processed.
[0086] The present invention is naturally applicable to different apparatuses for handling image data such as a color
facsimile apparatus, a color copy apparatus or a projector as well.

Image-processing control program

[0087] An image-processing control program according to the present invention is usually recorded in a form readable
by the computer 12 on a recording medium such as a floppy disk and a CD-ROM for circulation. The program is read
by a medium reading device (such as the CD-ROM drive 13c and the floppy disk drive 13a), and is installed on the
hard disk 13b. The program is constituted such that the CPU then properly reads a desired program from the hard disk
13b so as to carry out desired processing. Note that the image-processing control program itself according to the
present invention constitutes a part of the present applied invention.
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Color conversion table producing device

[0088] The color conversion table producing device 20A shown in Fig. 1 produces a color conversion table capable
of enhancing continuity of color conversion of image data when CMY image data are converted to CMYKcm image
data. It should be noted that C denotes cyan; M, magenta, Y, yellow; K, black; c, light cyan; and m, light magenta.
[0089] In Fig. 1, the color conversion table producing device 20A is comprised of a cost calculating unit 20d, a color
conversion table (LUT). smoothing unit 20e, a color conversion table (LUT) producing unit 20f, and a color conversion
table (LUT) storing unit 20b. A detailed description will be given of processing in these respective components later.
[0090] A description will now be given of a color conversion table producing program executed by the color conversion
table producing device 20A shown in Fig. 1 with reference to Figs. 5 through 7.
[0091] Fig. 5 shows a flowchart describing the processing by the color conversion table producing device which
converts CMY image data to CMYKcm image data.

Calculation of respective costs (step S22)

[0092] As Fig. 5 shows, first, the cost calculating unit 20d of the color conversion table producing device 20A calcu-
lates respective costs in a function (referred to as "evaluation function" hereinafter) E for evaluating a level of smoothing
of data at respective lattice points (grid points) after the color conversion using the color conversion table (step S22).
A detailed description will now be given of the evaluation function E.
[0093] (A-1-1) The evaluation function E is designed so as to have a smaller value if respective conditions are satisfied
for a certain grid point on the LUT. For example, smoothing is applied to the ink quantities, the evaluation function is
represented as a sum of cost terms designed based on the respective conditions:

where:

Eit is a cost due to a twisted quantity of an ink-quantity vector,
Evt is a cost due to a twisted quantity in a virtual CMY space,
Es is a cost due to a deviation from target ink quantities,
Ev is a cost due to a deviation from target virtual CMY,
Ed is a cost due to violation of an ink quantity limitation,
En is a cost due to an ink quantity reduced to minus, and
Eob is a cost relating to ink generation.

[0094] Eit and Evt are costs relating to a twist between grid points neighboring each other, and it is possible to enhance
continuity of image data after the color conversion by reducing these costs, thereby reducing the twist between the
neighboring grid points caused by the conversion from CMY to CMYKcm. Es and Ev are costs produced by differences
between the ink-quantity vector before and after the smoothing, and related to a vector difference of the ink quantities
caused by a chronological change at the same grid points. Ed, En, and Eob are costs of restraining excesses from the
predetermined limitations.
[0095] A detailed description will now be given of the respective terms. It should be noted that it is not necessary to
use all of the terms, and it is possible to select terms to be used if necessary. The equation CA-1-1) shows an example
of smoothing the ink-quantity vector, and application to other vectors (vectors in Lab, XYZ, CMY, and other spaces)
may be carried out in the same manner.

(A-1-2) General forms of respective terms of evaluation function E

[0096] A cost term Ec of the evaluation function relating to a certain vector X is represented by the following equation:

E=Eit+Evt+Es+Ev+Ed+En+Eob+··· (A-1-1)
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where:

Ec is a cost (scalar),
X is a column vector having X of elements,
M is a Y x X matrix used for converting the vector X to a vector Y=M·X, which is a vector having Y of elements
subject to the cost,
YT is a column vector having Y of elements,
W1 is a column vector having Y of elements, and represents weights for the cost assigned to the respective ele-
ments of a vector Y-YT,
W2 is a Y x Y diagonal matrix, and represents weights for the cost assigned to the respective elements of the
vector Y-YT, and
"t" denotes transposition.

[0097] In the following description, a first equation and a second equation of the equation (A-1-2) are respectively
referred to as a linear equation form and a quadratic equation form.

(A-1-3) Cost Eit due to twisted quantity of ink-quantity vector (ink-quantity vector space)

[0098] A grid point neighboring a certain grid point "p" is denoted as pr (referred to as "reference grid point" herein-
after). A grid point other than the grid point pr neighboring the grid point "p" is denoted as pt (referred to as "transition
grid point" hereinafter), and a grid point which has the same positional relationship with the grid point pt as that the
grid point "p" has with the grid point pr is denoted as ptr. It is assumed that the respective grid points "p", pr, pt, and ptr
retain ink-quantity vectors Ip, Ipr, Ipt, and Iptr.
[0099] Fig. 7 shows a positional relationship of these grid points and the ink-quantity vectors retained by these grid
points. In Fig. 7, if it is considered that a difference vector between Ipr and Ip is transitioned to a difference vector
between Iptr and Ipt, a "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition" is represented as a differ-
ence vector between these difference vectors. In addition, if a transition distance is considered as the magnitude of
the difference vector between Ipt and Ip, a "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition per unit
transition distance" is obtained by dividing the "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition"
by the transition distance. The twisted quantity of the ink-quantity vector at the grid point "p" is defined by adding the
square of the magnitude of the "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition per unit transition
distance" for all of the grid points pr and pt neighboring the grid point "p". It should be noted that pr and pt may be the
same grid point as long as they are neighboring "p".
[0100] This twisted quantity of the ink-quantity vector is represented as a cost in an equation (A-1-3):

In the equation (A-1-3),

"t" denotes a certain pt,
T denotes the number of pt,
"r" denotes a certain pr,
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R denotes the number of pr, and
Dt denotes a transition distance at "t".

[0101] The smaller the cost Eit becomes, the more the twisted quantity of the ink quantities can be reduced.
[0102] Comparison of the equation (A-1-3) to the second equation of the equation (A-1-2) reveals that it is not nec-
essary to convert the ink-quantity vector to a vector in other space, and thus, M is represented as a unit vector, and
can be omitted. The respective elements are not multiplied by the weights, and thus, the W2 is also a unit vector, and
can be omitted. X corresponds to Ip, and YT corresponds to Iptr-Ipr-Ipt. 1/Dt

2 is a constant for a certain "t", and thus, the
equation (A-1-3) have the same form as the second equation of the equation (A-1-2).

(A-1-4) Cost Evt due to twisted quantity in virtual CMY space

[0103] The conversion to the ink quantities are generally carried out from a three dimensional space such as the
RGB or CMY space, and thus, if the twists are corrected only in the ink-quantity space, the conversion relationship
between the original three-dimensional space such as the RGB or CMY space and the ink-quantity space having I
dimensions may become non-linear. To minimize this collapse, it is considered that a preferable result is attained by
simultaneously carrying out twisted-quantity correction in a three-dimensional space defined by a linear combination
of the ink quantities with the correction in the ink-quantity space. In the following section is defined the cost Evt based
on the twisted quantity in the tree-dimensional space defined by the linear combination of the ink quantities (referred
to as virtual CMY hereinafter).
[0104] In exactly the same manner as the case of Eit, it is assumed that the respective grid points retain a virtual
CMY vector. Based on this assumption, the virtual CAN vectors retained respectively at the grid points "p", pr, pt, and
ptr are denoted as Vp, Vpr, Vpt, and Vptr. The virtual CMY vector includes linearly combined elements of the ink-quantity
vector using proper combination coefficients, and, by replacing I with V in the equation (A-1-3), and using a 3 x I
conversion matrix K (Vp=K·Ip) from the ink-quantity vector to the virtual CMY vector, the cost Evt of the twisted quantity
in the virtual CMY space is represented as an equation (A-1-4). It should be noted that I is the number of elements of
the ink-quantity vector.

where Dvt denotes a transition distance at "t", and is the magnitude of a difference vector between virtual CMY vectors
respectively at the grid points "p" and pt.
[0105] Comparison of the equation (A-1-4) to the second equation of the equation (A-1-2) revels that both of them
have the same form as in the case of the equation (A-1-3).

(A-1-5) Cost Es due to deviation from target ink quantities

[0106] If it is assumed that an ink quantity vector IT is an ideal (target) vector, it can be considered that the larger a
difference vector between the ink-quantity vector Ip at the grid point "p" and the vector IT becomes, the more the cost
increases. This cost is denoted as Es, and is represented by an equation (A-1-5). It should be noted that Ws is an I x
I diagonal matrix, and is a weight matrix for the respective elements of the ink-quantity vector.

[0107] It can be confirmed that the equation (A-1-5) also has the same form as the second equation of the equation
(A-1-2).
[0108] It is not realistic that the ideal ink-quantity vector IT is known in advance, and thus, an ink-quantity vector
closer to the ideal state or an ink-quantity vector as another target may be employed.

Es = |Ws · (Ip - IT)|2 (A-1-5)
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(A-1-6) Cost Ev due to deviation from target virtual CMY

[0109] On the assumption that a virtual CMY vector VT is ideal for the virtual CMY vector Vp at the grid point "p", this
cost Ev is denoted as an equation (A-1-6) using the conversion matrix K in the same manner as the equation (A-1-5).

where Wv is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix, and is a weight matrix for the respective elements of the virtual CMY vector. It
can be confirmed that the equation (A-1-6) also has the same form as the second equation of the equation (A-1-2).
[0110] It is not realistic that an ideal virtual CMY vector VT is known in advance as in the case of IT, and thus, a virtual
CMY vector closer to the ideal state or a virtual CMY vector as another target may be employed.

(A-1-7) Cost Ed due to violation of ink quantity limitation

[0111] In terms of various combinations of the elements of the ink-quantity vector, there is such a cost relating to
excesses of sums of these ink quantities from certain limits. If the ink quantities are excessive, inks spread, and cause
an unfavorable result, and thus, this cost is evaluated.
[0112] On this occasion, it is assumed that a conversion matrix N from the ink-quantity vector Ip to a vector repre-
senting the sums of the combinations of the ink quantities (referred to as combination vector hereinafter) Dp (Dp=N·Ip),
and a vector DL contains these limits, and if respective elements of a difference vector between Dp and DL are positive,
it is assumed that costs are present. This situation is represented by an equation (A-1-7).

where Wd1 is a column vector having D of elements, Wd2 is a diagonal matrix having D x D of elements, and both are
a weight vector and a weight matrix representing weights. The respective weight elements of Wd1 and Wd2 may be 0
according to negative/positive of the elements of the difference vector between Dp and DL. It should be noted that D
is the number of the elements of the combination vector.
[0113] The equation (A-1-7) has a linear equation form and a quadratic equation form, and either of them is selected
when used. The comparison of the equation (A-1-7) to the equation (A-1-2) reveals that both the linear equation form
and the quadratic equation form are the same as those of the equation (A-1-2).

(A-1-8) Cost En due to ink quantity reduced to minus

[0114] It is assumed that if the respective elements of the ink-quantity vector Ip are negative, the cost increases.
This is represented by an equation (A-1-8).

where Wn1 denotes a weight vector having I of elements, and Wn2 is an I x I diagonal matrix, and is a weight matrix.
The respective weight elements of Wn1 and Wn2 have a negative magnitude if the respective elements of the ink-

Eν= |Wv · (K·Ip - VT)|2 (A-1-6)
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quantity vector Ip have a negative value.
[0115] The equation (A-1-8) also has a linear equation form and a quadratic equation form, and either of them is
selected. The comparison of the equation (A-1-8) to the equation (A-1-2) reveals that both the linear equation form
and the quadratic equation form are the same as those of the equation (A-1-2), though parts of both the forms can be
omitted.

(A-1-9) Cost Eob relating to ink generation

[0116] If certain elements of the ink quantity vector Ip should not retain positive values, this cost is produced if they
do. If the generation of the inks is carried out earlier, visibility of dots increases, and thus, the graininess degrades,
and therefore this cost is evaluated. This is represented by an equation (A-1-9):

where Wob1 denotes a weight vector having I of elements, and Wob2 is an I x I diagonal matrix, and is a weight matrix.
The respective weight elements of the Wob1 and Wob2 are positive if certain elements of the ink-quantity vector Ip are
positive, and simultaneously should not take a positive value.
[0117] The equation (A-1-9) also has a linear equation form and a quadratic equation form, and either of them is
selected. It can also be confirmed that though both the linear equation form and the quadratic equation form include
omitted parts, they are the same as those in the equation (A-1-2) based on the comparison of the equation (A-1-9) to
the equation (A-1-2).
[0118] After the respective costs are calculated using the above (A-1-1) through (A-1-9), the following smoothing
processing is carried out.

Smoothing processing (step S24)

[0119] As Fig. 5 shows, then, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20e of the color conversion table producing
device 20A carries out the smoothing processing (calculation of Ip which minimizes the evaluation function E) (step
S24) detailed below.

(A-1-1) Outline of LUT smoothing at grid point "p"

[0120] Smoothing of the LUT at the grid point "p" is carried out by minimizing the evaluation function E represented
by the equation (A-1-1). Though an arbitrary method for minimizing the evaluation function E represented by the equa-
tion (A-1-1) may be used, the present embodiment employs the following method.
[0121] The respective terms in the equation (A-1-1) are represented as a sum of the equations (A-1-3) through (A-
1-9). Namely, all of the terms of the evaluation function E include the respective elements of Ip, and are represented
as high as the quadratic form in terms of these elements. Further, the quadratic form is the square of the linear form,
and is always a downwardly convex function. Namely, the evaluation function E takes the minimum value for Ip which
equates function obtained by partially differentiating E by the respective elements of Ip to a zero vector.
[0122] As described above, all of the equations (A-1-3) through (A-1-9) take the same form as the equation (A-1-2).
Hereinafter, the equation CA-1-2) is used to show a general form of a case where the respective terms of the evaluation
function E are partially differentiated by the respective elements of Ip (X in the case of the equation CA-1-2)). An
equation (A-1-10) shows a case where the equation (A-1-2) is partially differentiated by the respective elements of X.
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where A denotes a column vector having X of elements, and the respective elements are obtained by partially differ-
entiating Ec by the respective elements Xx of X. It should be noted that "x" is the element number of the vector X, and
x=1, 2, ..., X.

(A-1-2) Partial differentiation of evaluation function E by elements of Ip

[0123] The following section shows partially differentiated equations (A-1-3) through (A-1-9) by the respective ele-
ments of Ip as in the case of the equation (A-1-10). In the following equations, Ait, Avt, As, Av, Ad, An, and Aob denote
column vectors of the element number of I respectively obtained by partially differentiating Eit, Evt, Es, Ev, Ed, En, and
Eob by the respective elements Ipi of Ip. It should be noted that "i" is the element number of the vector Ip, and i=1, 2, ..., I.
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[0124] The sum of the equations (A-1-12) through (A-1-18) is a vector obtained by partially differentiating the eval-
uation function E by the respective elements of Ip. It is assumed that this vector is a zero vector, and this equation is
solved for Ip, there can be obtained Ip which minimizes E. Namely, it means to solve:

for Ip. It should be noted that "f" denotes a vector obtained by partially differentiating E by the respective elements of
Ip represented in a function form, and "0" denotes a zero vector. Of respective terms on the right side of a first equation
of the equation (A-1-19), there are used only terms corresponding to the terms selected in the evaluation function of
the equation (A-1-1).
[0125] As described above, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20e obtains Ip which minimizes the evaluation
function E, and then, terminates the smoothing processing.

Smoothing processing across overall LUT (step S25)

[0126] As Fig. 5 shows, then, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20e of the color conversion table producing
device 20A carries out smoothing processing across the entire LUT (step S25) detailed below.
[0127] For carrying out the smoothing processing across the entire LUT, if it is possible to correct only Ip without
changing the ink-quantity vectors retained on the grid points other than the grid point "p", it is possible to obtain an
optimal Ip in the method described above. However, in a more realistic case, it is actually necessary to correct the ink-
quantity vectors retained on the grid points other than the grid point "p" for smoothing across the entire LUT. Therefore,
the smoothing across the entire LUT is carried out by repeating sequential correction of the ink-quantity vectors at the
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respective grid points.
[0128] If the correction of the ink-quantity vector at the grid point "p" in a state "n" to a next state (solving the equation
(A-1-19) for Ip) is denoted as "g", this correction is generally represented as an equation (A-1-20):

If the correction from the state "n" to the state "n+1" is carried out at all the grid points, the costs E at the respective
grid points are not always reduced. As the equation (A-1-20) shows, the ink-quantity vectors in the state "n+1" are
obtained for the respective grid points based on the cost E in the state "n", and thus, the cost E in the state "n+1" is
not considered for obtaining the equation (A-1-20). Namely, though, due to the purpose of reducing the cost, it is
expected that the cost in the state "n+1" is smaller than the cost in the state "n" at most of the grid points, it does not
always hold true.
[0129] Therefore, (1) the correction is carried out at the entire grid points using the equation CA-1-20) (step S40),
(2) the correction which increases the cost is not carried out (step S54), or (3) the correction by annealing which
increases the cost by a certain degree of a small amount is permitted (step S56).
[0130] Then, with reference to a flowchart shown in Fig. 6, more detailed description will now be given of the smooth-
ing processing across the entire LUT shown in the step S25 in Fig. 5.
[0131] As Fig. 6 shows, when the smoothing processing across the entire LUT starts in the step S25, 0 (zero) is set
to "n" in the equation (A-1-20) (step S30), and the ink-quantity vectors I:

(p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are input (step S32). Reference numeral P denotes the number of the grid points.
[0132] Then, it is determined whether "n<N" or not (step S34), and if "n<N" holds ("Yes" in the step S34), the costs
at the respective grid point "p" in the state "n":

(p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are calculated (step S36), the ink-quantity vectors in the certain state "n" at the respective grid point
"p" (p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are obtained using the equation (A-1-20), and a variable "Count" is set to P (step S38).
[0133] Reference numeral N denotes how many times the smoothing is carried out, and indicates that the maximum
value of the state "n" is N-1.
[0134] If a condition "all of the grid points are not corrected" holds ("No" in the step S40), "p" is set to 0 (zero) (step
S42), and it is determined whether "p<P" or not (step S44).
[0135] Alternatively, if a condition "all of the grid points are corrected" holds ("Yes" in the step S40), or "p<P" does
not hold ("No" in the step S44), and "Count" is not 0 (zero) ("No" in a step S46), "n+1" is set to "n", and probability
variable parameters for the annealing are decreased (step S48), and the procedure returns to the step S34.
[0136] Alternatively, if "p<P" holds ("Yes" in the step S44), the cost for the grid point "p" in the state "n+1":

is calculated (step S50), and it is determined whether:

or not (step S52). If the cost at the grid point "p" in the state "n+1" is equal to or more than the cost at the grid point
"p" in the state "n" ("No" in a step S52), it is determined whether a condition "not corrected unless cost decreases"
holds (step S54), and if the condition "not corrected unless cost decreases" does not hold in the step S34 ("No" in the
step S54), it is determined whether a condition "correction with annealing is permitted" holds (step S56).
[0137] If the condition "not corrected unless cost decreases" holds ("Yes" in the step S54), or the condition "correction
with annealing is not permitted" holds ("No" in the step S56), the ink-quantity vector at the grid point "p" in the state "n":

Ip
n+1 = g(···,Ip

n
-1,Ip

n,Ip
n

+1···) (A-1-20)
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is set to the ink-quantity vector at the grid point "p" in the state "n+1":

and, simultaneously, the variable (Count-1) is set to "Count" (step S60).
[0138] Then, after the step S60, or if the cost at the grid point "p" in the state "n+1" is less than the cost at the grid
point "p" in the state "n" ("Yes" in the step S52), or if the condition "correction with annealing is permitted" holds ("Yes"
in the step S56), "p+1" is set to "p" (step S58), and the procedure returns to the step S44.
[0139] Alternatively, if "n<N" does not hold in the step S34 ("No" in the step S34), or "Count" is 0 in the step S46
("Yes" in the step S46), the ink-quantity vectors:

(p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are output (step S62), and the procedure terminates.
[0140] Then, after the smoothing processing across the entire LUT (step S25), the procedure returns to the step S26
in Fig. 5, the color conversion table is produced (step S26), and the produced color conversion table is stored in the
color conversion LUT storing unit 20b (step S28).
[0141] The procedure described above can produce the color conversion table capable of enhancing the continuity
of the color conversion of the image data.

Image processing device

[0142] In Fig. 3, the image processing device 20B applies desired image processing to RGB image input data, and
outputs the processed image data to an image output device 30.
[0143] The image data are produced by separating a color image into respective predetermined element colors, and
representing intensities in these respective element colors, which are chromatic colors, and may be mixed into achro-
matic colors typified by gray and black if they are mixed at predetermined ratios.
[0144] In the present embodiment, a description will be given of a case where the image output device is a color
printer using inks in six colors: C (cyan), M (magenta), Y (yellow), K (black), c (light cyan), and m (light magenta), and
reproducing colors based on the RGB data.
[0145] The image processing device 20B is comprised of a first color converting unit 20d which converts the RGB
image data to CMY image data, a color conversion LUT storing unit 20b which stores at least the color conversion
table produced by the color conversion table producing device 20A, and a second color converting unit 20a which
reads a color conversion table (LUT) selected by a color conversion LUT selecting unit 20c from the color conversion
LUT storing unit 20b, and refers to the read color conversion LUT thereby converting the CMY data to CMYKcm data.
[0146] A description will now be given of an operation of the image processing device 20B with reference to Fig. 4.
[0147] As Fig. 4 shows, if the user instructs the image output start (step 70), and a predetermined color conversion
LUT is selected ("Yes" in a step 72), the predetermined color conversion LUT is read from the color conversion LUT
storing unit 20b, and read into a RAM (step 74). Then, the color conversion LUT is built into the second color converting
unit 20a (step 76), the three-dimensional color conversion LUT is referred to to carry out image processing using
interpolation, and image output processing is carried out (step 78).
[0148] According to the image processing device of the present embodiment, if in the step 72 is selected a color
conversion table which is produced by the color conversion table producing device 20A, and can enhance the continuity
of the color conversion of the image data, the color conversion is carried out using the color conversion table, and thus,
the tone jump after the color conversion can be prevented.

(A-2) Second example

[0149] Using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point
data after color conversion by a color conversion table in a perceptually uniform color space such as the Lab space.
[0150] A function block diagram of a color conversion table producing device according to a second example is the
same as the block diagram of the first example shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 8 shows a function block diagram of an image
processing device according to the second example.
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Hardware constitution

[0151] Specific hardware constitution examples of a color conversion table producing device and the image process-
ing device according to the second example are the same as those shown in the schematic block diagram according
to the first example in Fig. 2, and thus, a description will be omitted.

Image processing control program

[0152] An image processing control program according to the present invention is usually recorded on a recording
medium such as a floppy disk or a CD-ROM in a form readable by a computer 12, and circulated. The program is read
by a media reader (such as a CD-ROM drive 13c and a floppy disk drive 13a), and then, installed on a hard disk 13b.
There is such a constitution that a CPU then properly reads a desired program from the hard disk 13b, and carries out
desired processing. It should be noted that the image processing control program according to the present invention
itself constitutes a part of the invention of the present application.
[0153] In the second example, the color conversion table producing device 20A shown in Fig. 1 produces the color
conversion table which converts the Lab image data converted from the RGB (sRGB) image data to L'a'b' image data
adapted to a color space of an image output device. This color conversion table produce a color conversion table
capable of enhancing continuity of the color conversion of the image data when the Lab image data is converted to
the L'a'b' image data. In the present embodiment as an example of the color conversion in the perceptually uniform
color space, a description will be given of color conversion in the Lab space.
[0154] As in the first example, the color conversion table producing device 20A according to the second example
shown in Fig. 1 is comprised of a cost calculating unit 20d, a color conversion table (LUT) smoothing unit 20e, a color
conversion table (LUT) producing unit 20f, and a color conversion table (LUT) storing unit 20b. A detailed description
will be given of processing in these respective components later.
[0155] A description will now be given of a color conversion table producing program executed by the color conversion
table producing device 20A shown in Fig. 1 with reference to Figs. 5, 9, and 10.
[0156] Color conversion table producing processing carried out by the color conversion table producing device 20A
according to the second example is the same as that presented in the flowchart describing the color conversion table
producing processing by the color conversion table producing device 20A according to the first example shown in Fig. 5.

Calculation of respective costs (step S22)

[0157] As Fig. 5 shows, first, the cost calculating unit 20d of the color conversion table producing device 20A calcu-
lates respective costs in a function (referred to as "evaluation function" hereinafter) E for evaluating a level of smoothing
of data at respective lattice points (grid points) after the color conversion using the color conversion table (step S22).
A detailed description will now be given of the evaluation function E.
[0158] (A-2-1) The evaluation function E is designed so as to have a smaller value if respective conditions are satisfied
for a certain grid point in the LUT. If smoothing processing is applied to an Lab vector, the evaluation function E is
represented as a sum of cost terms designed based on the respective conditions:

where:

Elt is a cost due to a twisted quantity of an Lab vector, and
El is a cost due to a deviation from target Lab.

[0159] The Elt is a cost relating to a twist between grid points neighboring each other, and it is possible to enhance
the continuity of the image data after the color conversion by reducing Elt, thereby reducing the twist between the
neighboring grid points caused by the conversion from Lab to L'a'b'. El is a cost produced by a difference between the
Lab vectors before and after the smoothing, and relates to a difference of the Lab vectors caused by a chronological
change of the same grid points.
[0160] A detailed description will now be given of the respective terms. The equation (A-2-1) shows an example of
smoothing the Lab vector, and application to other vectors (for example, vectors in XYZ, CMY, and other spaces) may
be carried out in the same manner.

E=Elt+El (A-2-1)
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(A-2-2) General forms of respective terms of evaluation function E

[0161] A cost term Ec of the evaluation function relating to a certain vector X is generally represented by the following
equation:

where:

Ec is a cost (scalar),
X is a column vector having X of elements,
M is a Y x X matrix used for converting the vector X to a vector Y=M·X, which is a vector having Y of elements
subject to the cost,
YT is a column vector having Y of elements,
W1 is a column vector having Y of elements, and represents weights for the cost assigned to the respective ele-
ments of a vector Y-YT,
W2 is a Y x Y diagonal matrix, and represents weights for the cost assigned to the respective elements of the
vector Y-YT, and
"t" denotes transposition.

[0162] In the following description, a first equation and a second equation of the equation (A-2-2) are respectively
referred to as a linear equation form and a quadratic equation form.

(A-2-3) Cost Elt due to twisted quantity of Lab vector (Lab vector space)

[0163] A grid point neighboring a certain grid point "p" is denoted as pr (referred to as "reference grid point" herein-
after). A grid point other than the grid point pr neighboring the certain grid point "p" is denoted as pt (referred to as
"transition grid point" hereinafter), and a grid point which has the same positional relationship with the grid point pt as
that the grid point "p" has with the grid point pr is denoted as ptr. It is assumed that the respective grid points "p", pr,
pt, and ptr retain Lab vectors Lp, Lpr, Lpt, and Lptr.
[0164] Fig. 10 shows positional relationship of these grid points and the Lab vectors retained by these grid points.
In Fig. 10, if it is considered that a difference vector between Lpr and Lp is transitioned to a difference vector between
Lptr and Lpt, "a displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition" is represented as a difference
vector between these difference vectors. In addition, if a transition distance is considered as the magnitude of the
difference vector between Lpt and Lp, a "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition per unit
transition distance" is obtained by dividing "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition" by the
transition distance. The twisted quantity of the Lab vector at the grid point "p" is defined by adding the square of the
magnitude of the "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition per unit transition distance" for
all of the grid points pr and pt neighboring the grid point "p". It should be noted that pr and pt may be the same grid
point as long as they are neighboring "p".
[0165] This twisted quantity of the Lab vector is represented as a cost in an equation (A-2-3):
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In the equation (A-2-3),

"t" denotes a certain pt,
T denotes the number of pt,
"r" denotes a certain pr,
R denotes the number of pr, and
Dlt denotes a transition distance at "t".

[0166] The smaller the cost Elt becomes, the more the twisted quantity in the Lab space can be reduced.
[0167] Comparison of the equation (A-2-3) to the second equation of the equation (A-2-2) reveals that it is not nec-
essary to convert the Lab vector to a vector in other space, and thus, M is represented as a unit vector, and can be
omitted. The respective elements are not multiplied by the weights, and thus, the W2 is also a unit vector, and can be
omitted. X corresponds to Lp, and YT corresponds to Lptr-Lpr-Lpt. 1/Dlt

2 is a constant for a certain "t", and thus, the
equation (A-2-2) has the same form as the second equation of the equation (A-2-3).

(A-2-4) Cost El due to deviation from target Lab

[0168] If an Lab vector LT is an ideal (target) vector, it can be considered that the larger a difference between the
Lab vector Lp at the grid point "p" and the vector LT becomes, the more the cost increases. This cost is denoted as El,
and is represented by an equation (A-2-4). It should be noted that W1 is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix, and is a weight matrix
for the respective elements of the Lab vector.

It can be confirmed that the equation (A-2-4) also has the same form as the second equation of the equation (A-2-2).
[0169] It is not realistic that the ideal Lab vector LT is known in advance, and thus, an Lab vector closer to the ideal
state or an Lab vector as another target may be employed. On this occasion, as the Lab vector closer to the ideal state,
the Lab vector before the smoothing is used. This is because it is expected that as the smoothing progresses, the Lab
vector at the grid point comes closer to the ideal value, and the restriction on time of the smoothing is also considered
[0170] After the respective costs are calculated using the above (A-2-1), (A-2-3), and (A-2-4), the following smoothing
processing is carried out.

Smoothing processing (step S24)

[0171] As Fig. 9 shows, then, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20e of the color conversion table producing
device 20A carries out smoothing processing (calculation of Lp which minimizes the evaluation function E) (step S24)
detailed below.

(A-2-1) Outline of LUT smoothing processing at grid point "p"

[0172] Smoothing of the LUT at the grid point "p" is carried out by minimizing the evaluation function E represented
by the equation (A-2-1). Though an arbitrary method for minimizing the evaluation function E represented by the equa-
tion (A-2-1) may be used, the present embodiment employs the following method.
[0173] The respective terms in the equation (A-2-1) are represented as a sum of the equations (A-2-3) and (A-2-4).
Namely, all of the terms of the evaluation function E include the respective elements of the Lp, and are represented as
high as the quadratic form in terms of these elements. Further, the quadratic form is the square of the linear form, and
is always a downwardly convex function. Namely, the evaluation function E takes the minimum value for the Lp which
equates function obtained by partially differentiating E by the respective elements of Lp to a zero vector.
[0174] As described above, both of the equations (A-2-3) and (A-2-4) take the same form as the equation (A-2-2).
Hereinafter, the equation (A-2-2) is used to show a general form of partial differentiation of the respective terms of the
evaluation function E by the respective elements of Lp (X in the case of the equation (A-2-2)). An equation (A-2-5)
shows a case where the equation (A-2-2) is partially differentiated by the respective elements of X.

El = |W1 · (Lp - LT)|2 (A-2-4)
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where A denotes a column vector having X of elements, and the respective elements are obtained by partially differ-
entiating Ec by the respective elements Xx of X. It should be noted that "x" is the element number of the vector X, and
x=1, 2, ..., X.

(A-2-2) Partial differentiation of evaluation function E by elements of Lp

[0175] The following section shows partially differentiated equations (A-2-3) and (A-2-4) by the respective elements
of Lp as in the case of the equation (A-2-5). In the following equations, Alt and A1 denote column vectors having three
elements respectively obtained by partially differentiating Elt and El by the respective elements of LpL, Lpa, and Lpb of Lp.

[0176] The sum of the equations (A-2-6) and (A-2-7) is a vector obtained by partially differentiating the evaluation
function E by the respective elements of Lp. If it is assumed that this vector is a zero vector, and this equation is solved
for Lp, there can be obtained Lp which minimizes E. Namely, it means to solve:
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for Lp. It should be noted that "f" is a vector obtained by partially differentiating E by the respective elements of Lp, and
is represented in a function form, and "0" denotes a zero vector.
[0177] As described above, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20f obtains Lp which minimizes the evaluation
function E, and then, terminates the smoothing processing.

Smoothing processing across overall LUT (step S25)

[0178] As Fig. 5 shows, then, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20e of the color conversion table producing
device 20A carries out smoothing processing across the entire color conversion LUT (step S25) detailed below.
[0179] For carrying out the smoothing processing across the entire LUT, if it is possible to correct only Lp without
changing the Lab vectors retained on the grid points other than the grid point "p", it is possible to obtain an optimal Lp
in the method described above. However, in a more realistic case, it is actually necessary to correct the Lab vectors
retained on the grid points other than the grid point "p" for smoothing processing across the entire color conversion
LUT. Therefore, the smoothing across the entire color conversion LUT is carried out by repeating sequential correction
of the Lab vectors at the respective grid points.
[0180] If the correction of the Lab vector at the grid point "p" in a state "n" to a next state (solving the equation (A-
2-8) for Lp) is denoted as "g", this correction is generally represented as an equation (A-2-9):

If the correction from the state "n" to the state "n+1" is carried out at all the grid points, the costs E at the respective
grid points are not always reduced. As the equation (A-2-9) shows, the Lab vectors in the state "n+1" are obtained for
the respective grid points based on the cost E in the state "n", and thus, the cost E in the state "n+1" is not considered
for obtaining the equation (A-2-9). Namely, though, due to the purpose of reducing the cost, it is expected that the cost
in the state "n+1" is smaller than the cost in the state "n" at most of the grid points, it does not always hold true.
[0181] Therefore, (1) the correction is carried out at the entire grid points using the equation (A-2-9) (step S40), (2)
correction which increases the cost is not carried out (step S54), or (3) correction by annealing which increases the
cost by a certain degree of a small amount is permitted (step S56).
[0182] Then, with reference to a flowchart shown in Fig. 5, more detailed description will now be given of the smooth-
ing processing across the entire color conversion LUT shown in S25 in Fig. 5.
[0183] As Fig. 5 shows, when the smoothing processing across the entire color conversion LUT starts in S25, 0
(zero) is set to "n" in the equation (A-2-9) (step S30), and the Lab vectors:

(p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are input (step S32). Reference numeral P denotes the number of the grid points.
[0184] Then, it is determined whether "n<N" or not (step S34), and if "n<N" holds ("Yes" in the step S34), the costs
at grid point "p" in the State "n":

(p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are calculated (step S36), the Lab vectors in the certain state "n" at the respective grid point "p" (p=0,
1, ..., P-1) are obtained using the equation (A-2-10), and a variable "Count" is set to P (step S38).
[0185] Reference numeral N denotes how many times the smoothing is carried out, and indicates that the maximum
value of the state "n" is N-1.
[0186] If a condition "all of the grid points are not corrected" holds (''No'' in the step S40), "p" is set to 0 (zero) (step
S42), and it is determined whether "p<P" or not (step S44).
[0187] Alternatively, if a condition "all of the grid points are corrected" holds ("Yes" in the step S40), or "p<P" does
not hold ("No" in the step S44), and "Count" is not 0 (zero) ("No" in a step S46), "n+1" is set to "n", and probability
variable parameters for the annealing are decreased (step S48), and the procedure returns to the step S34.
[0188] Alternatively, if "p<P" holds ("Yes" in the step S44), the cost for the grid point "p" in the state "n+1":

Lp
n+1 = g(···, Lp

n
-1, Lp

n, Lp
n

+1 ···) (A-2-9)

Lp
n

Ep
n

Ep
n+1
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is calculated (step S50), and it is determined whether:

or not (step S52). If the cost at the grid point "p" in the state "n+1" is equal to or more than the cost at the grid point
"p" in the state "n" ("No" in a step S52), it is determined whether a condition "not corrected unless cost decreases"
holds (step S54), and if the condition "not corrected unless cost decreases" does not hold ("No" in the step S54), it is
determined whether a condition "correction with annealing is permitted" holds (step S56).
[0189] If the condition "not corrected unless cost decreases" holds ("Yes" in the step S54), or the condition "correction
with annealing is not permitted" holds ("No" in the step S56), the Lab vector at the grid point "p" in the state "n":

is set to the Lab vector at the grid point "p" in the state "n+1":

and, simultaneously, the variable (Count-1) is set to "Count" (step S60).
[0190] Then, after the step S60, or if the cost at the grid point "p" in the state "n+1" is less than the cost at the grid
point "p" in the state "n" ("Yes" in the step S52), or the condition "correction with annealing is permitted" holds ("Yes"
in the step S56), (p+1) is set to "p" (step S58), and the procedure returns to the step 544.
[0191] Alternatively, if "n<N" does not hold in the step S34 ("No" in the step S34), or "Count" is 0 ("Yes" in the step
S46), the Lab vector:

(p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are output (step S62), and the procedure terminates.
[0192] Then, after the smoothing processing across the entire LUT (step S25), the procedure returns to the step S26
in Fig. 5, the color conversion table is produced (step S26), and the produced color conversion table is stored in the
color conversion LUT storing unit 20b (step S28).
[0193] The procedure described above can produce the color conversion table capable of enhancing the continuity
of the color conversion of the image data.

Image processing device

[0194] In Fig. 8, the image processing device 20B applies desired image processing to RGB image data, and outputs
the processed image data to an image output device 30.
[0195] The image data are produced by separating a color image into predetermined element colors, and represent-
ing intensities in these respective element colors, which are chromatic colors, and may be mixed into achromatic colors
typified by gray and black if they are mixed at predetermined ratios.
[0196] In the present embodiment, a description will be given of a case where the image output device is a color
printer using inks in six colors: C (cyan), M (magenta), Y (yellow), K (black), c (light cyan), and m (light magenta), and
reproducing colors based on the RGB data.
[0197] The image processing device 20B is comprised of a first color converting unit 20h which converts the RGB
image data to Lab image data, a color conversion LUT storing unit 20b which stores at least the color conversion table
produced by the color conversion table producing device 20A, a second color converting unit 20a which reads a color
conversion table (LUT) selected by a color conversion LUT selecting unit 20c from the color conversion LUT storing
unit 20b, refers to the read color conversion LUT thereby converting the Lab image data to L'a'b' image data, and a
third color converting unit 20g which converts the L'a'b' image data to CMYKcm image data.
[0198] A description will now be given of an operation of the image processing device 20B with reference to Fig. 4.
[0199] As Fig. 4 shows, if the user instructs the image output start (step 70), and a predetermined color conversion
LUT is selected through the color conversion LUT selecting unit 20c ("Yes" in a step 72), the predetermined color
conversion LUT is read from the color conversion LUT storing unit 20b, and read into a RAM (step 74). Then, the color
conversion LUT is built into the second color converting unit 20a (step 76), the three-dimensional color conversion
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LUT is referred to to carry out image processing using interpolation, and image output processing is carried out (step 78).
[0200] According to the image processing device 20B according to the present embodiment, if in the step 72 is
selected a color conversion table which is produced by the color conversion table producing device 20A, and can
enhance the continuity of the color conversion of the image data, the color conversion is carried out using the color
conversion table, and thus, the tone jump after the color conversion can be prevented.

(A-3) Third example

[0201] Using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point
data after the color conversion by a color conversion table in a color space such as the CMY space
[0202] A function block diagram of a color conversion table producing device according to a third example is the
same as the function block diagram of the first and second examples shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 19 shows a function block
diagram of an image processing device according to the third example.

Hardware constitution

[0203] Specific hardware constitution examples of a color conversion table producing device and the image process-
ing device according to the third example are the same as those shown in the schematic block diagram according to
the first and second examples in Fig. 2, and thus, a description will be omitted.

Image processing control program

[0204] An image processing control program according to the present invention is usually recorded on a recording
medium such as a floppy disk or a CD-ROM in a form readable by a computer 12, and circulated. The program is read
by a media reader (such as a CD-ROM drive 13c and a floppy disk drive 13a), and then, is installed on a hard disk
13b. There is such a constitution that a CPU then properly reads a desired program from the hard disk 13b, and carries
out desired processing. It should be noted that the image processing control program according to the present invention
itself constitutes a part of the invention of the present application.
[0205] The color conversion table producing device 20A shown in Fig. 1 produces the color conversion table which
converts CMY data represented as complements of RGB (sRGB) image data to C'M'Y' image data adapted to a color
space of an image output device. This color conversion table produces a color conversion table capable of enhancing
continuity of the color conversion of the image data when the CMY image data is converted to C'M'Y' image data. In
the present embodiment as an example of the color conversion, a description will be given of the color conversion in
the CMY space.
[0206] In Fig. 1, the color conversion table producing device 20A is comprised of a cost calculating unit 20d, a color
conversion table (LUT) smoothing unit 20e, a color conversion table (LUT) producing unit 20f, and a color conversion
table (LUT) storing unit 20b. A detailed description will be given of processing in these respective components later.
[0207] A description will now be given of a color conversion table producing program executed by the color conversion
table producing device 20A shown in Fig. 1 with reference to Figs. 5 through 12.
[0208] Fig. 5 shows a flowchart describing color conversion table producing processing by the color conversion table
producing device 20A.

Calculation of respective costs (step S22)

[0209] As Fig. 5 shows, first, the cost calculating unit 20d of the color conversion table producing device 20A calcu-
lates respective costs in a function (referred to as "evaluation function" hereinafter) E for evaluating a level of smoothing
of data at respective lattice points (grid points) after the color conversion using the color conversion table (step S22).
A detailed description will now be given of the evaluation function E.
[0210] (A-3-1) The evaluation function E is designed so as to have a smaller value if respective conditions are satisfied
for a certain grid point in the LUT. If smoothing processing is applied to a CMY vector, the evaluation function E is
represented as a sum of cost terms designed based on the respective conditions:

where:

E =Evt+Ev+Ed+En (A-3-1)
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Evt is a cost due to a twisted quantity of a CMY vector,
Ev is a cost due to a deviation from target CMY,
Ed is a cost due to an excess of the CMY value from 255, and
En is a cost due to a CMY value reduced to minus.

[0211] The Evt is a cost relating to a twist between grid points neighboring each other, and it is possible to enhance
the continuity of the image data after the color conversion by reducing Evt, thereby reducing the twist between the
neighboring grid points caused by the conversion from CMY to C'M'Y'. Ev is a cost produced by a difference between
the CMY vectors before and after the smoothing, and related to the differences of the CMY vectors caused by a chron-
ological change of the same grid points. Ed and En are costs produced if the CMY value does not fall within a range
from 0 to 255 when the CMY value is normalized to that range.
[0212] A detailed description will now be given of the respective terms. The equation (A-3-1) shows an example of
smoothing the CMY vector, and application to other vectors (vectors in XYZ, Lab, and other spaces) may be carried
out in the same manner.

(A-3-2) General forms of respective terms of evaluation function E

[0213] A cost term Ec of the evaluation function relating to a certain vector X is represented by the following equation:

where:

Ec is a cost (scalar),
X is a column vector having X of elements,
M is a Y x X matrix used for converting the vector X to a vector Y=M·X, which is a vector having Y of elements
subject to the cost,
YT is a column vector having Y of elements,
W1 is a column vector having Y of elements, and represents weights for the cost assigned to the respective ele-
ments of a vector Y-YT,
W2 is a Y x Y diagonal matrix, and represents weights for the cost assigned to the respective elements of the
vector Y-YT, and
"t" denotes transposition.

[0214] In the following description, a first equation and a second equation of the equation (A-3-2) are respectively
referred to as a linear equation form and a quadratic equation form.

(A-3-3) Cost Evt due to twisted quantity of CMY vector (CMY vector space)

[0215] A grid point neighboring a certain grid point "p" is denoted as pr (referred to as "reference grid point" herein-
after). A grid point other than the grid point pr neighboring the certain grid point "p" is denoted as pt (referred to as
"transition grid point" hereinafter), and a grid point which has the same positional relationship with the grid point pt as
that the grid point "p" has with the grid point pr is denoted as ptr. It is assumed that the respective grid points "p", pr,
pt, and ptr retain CMY vectors Vp, Vpr, Vpt, and Vptr.
[0216] Fig. 12 shows positional relationship of these grid points and the CMY vectors retained by these grid points.
In Fig. 12, if it is considered that a difference vector between Vpr and Vp is transitioned to a difference vector between
Vptr and Vpt, "a displacement of the difference vectors before and after the transition" is represented as a difference
vector between these difference vectors. In addition, if a transition distance is considered as the magnitude of the
difference vector between Vpt and Vp, a "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition per unit
transition distance" is obtained by dividing "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition" by the
transition distance. The twisted quantity of the CMY vector at the grid point "p" is defined by adding the square of the
magnitude of the "displacement of the difference vector before and after the transition per unit transition distance" for
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all of the grid points pr and pt neighboring the grid point "p". It should be noted that pr and pt may be the same grid
point as long as they are neighboring "p".
[0217] This twisted quantity of the CMY vector is represented as a cost in an equation (A-3-3).

In the equation (A-3-3),

"t" denotes a certain pt,
T denotes the number of pt,
"r" denotes a certain pr,
R denotes the number of pr, and
Dvt denotes a transition distance at "t".

[0218] The smaller the cost Evt is, the more the twisted quantity in the CMY space can be reduced.
[0219] Comparison of the equation (A-3-3) to the quadratic equation form of the equation (A-3-2) reveals that it is
not necessary to convert the CMY vector to a vector in other space, and thus, M is represented as a unit vector, and
can be omitted. The respective elements are not multiplied by the weights, and thus, the W2 is also a unit vector, and
can be omitted. X corresponds to Vp, and YT corresponds to Vptr-Vpr-Vpt. 1/Dvt

2 is a constant for a certain "t", and thus,
the equation (A-3-3) has the same form as the quadratic equation form of the equation (A-3-2).

(A-3-4) Cost Ev due to deviation from target CMY

[0220] It is assumed that a CMY vector VT is an ideal (target) vector, it can be considered that the larger a difference
between the CMY vector Vp at the grid point "p" and the vector VT becomes, the more the cost increases. This cast is
denoted as Ev, and is represented by an equation (A-3-4). It should be noted that Wv is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix, and
is a weight matrix for the respective elements of the CMY vector.

It can be confirmed that the equation (A-3-4) also has the same form as the quadratic equation form of the equation
(A-3-2).
[0221] It is not realistic that the ideal CMY vector VT is known in advance, and thus, a CMY vector closer to the ideal
state or a CMY vector as another target may be employed. On this occasion, as the CMY vector closer to the ideal
state, the CMY vector before smoothing is used. This is because it is expected that as the smoothing progresses, the
CMY vector at the grid point comes closer to the ideal value, and the restriction on time of the smoothing is also
considered.

(A-3-5) Cost due to excess of CMY value from 255

[0222] If the CMY value is normalized to 0 to 255, and the elements of the CMY vector Vp at the grid point "p" exceed
255, the larger the excesses of them become, the larger the cost becomes. This cost is denoted as Ed, and is repre-
sented by an equation (A-3-5). In this equation, VL is a column vector having three elements which have a limit value
255, Wd1 is a weight column vector having three elements, and Wd2 is a 3 x 3 weight diagonal matrix. The respective
weight elements of Wd1 and Wd2 are zero if Vp-VL is 0 or less, and take a positive value if Vp-VL is positive.

Ev = |Wv·(Vp-VT)|2 (A-3-4)
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[0223] The equation (A-3-5) has a linear equation form and a quadratic equation form, and they may be properly
selected for use. It can be confirmed that both the linear equation form and the quadratic equation form of the equation
(A-3-5) have the same form as those of the equation (A-3-2) based on the comparison of these equations.

(A-3-6) Cost due to CMY value less than zero

[0224] As is the case with Ed, if the CMY value is normalized to 0 to 255, and the elements of the CMY vector VP
take negative values, the larger the excesses of the negative values become, the larger the cost becomes. This cost
is denoted as En, and is represented by an equation (A-3-6). In this equation, Wn1 is a weight column vector having
three elements, and Wn2 is a 3 x 3 weight diagonal matrix. The respective weight elements of Wn1 and Wn2 are negative
if Vp is negative, and are zero if Vp is 0 or more.

[0225] The equation (A-3-6) also has a linear equation form and a quadratic equation form, and they may be properly
selected for use. It can be confirmed that both the linear equation form and the quadratic equation form of the equation
(A-3-6) have the same form as those of the equation (A-3-2) based on the comparison of these equations.
[0226] After the respective costs are calculated using the above (A-3-1), (A-3-3), (A-3-4), (A-3-5), and (A-3-6), the
following smoothing processing is carried out.

Smoothing processing (step S24)

[0227] As Fig. 11 shows, then, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20e of the color conversion table producing
device 20A carries out smoothing processing (calculation of Vp which minimize the evaluation function E) (step S24)
detailed below.

(A-3-1) Outline of LUT smoothing at grid point "p"

[0228] Smoothing of the LUT at the grid point "p" is carried out by minimizing the evaluation function E represented
by the equation (A-3-1). Though an arbitrary method for minimizing the evaluation function E represented by the equa-
tion (A-3-1) may be used, the present embodiment employs the following method.
[0229] The respective terms in the equation (A-3-1) are represented as a sum of the equations (A-3-3) through (A-
3-6). Namely, all of the terms of the evaluation function E include the respective elements of the Vp, and are represented
as high as the quadratic form in terms of these elements. Further, the quadratic form is the square of the linear form,
and is always a downwardly convex function. Namely, the evaluation function E takes the minimum value for the Vp
which equates function obtained by partially differentiating E by the respective elements of Vp to a zero vector.
[0230] As described above, all of the equations (A-3-3) through (A-3-6) take the same form as the equation (A-3-2).
Hereinafter, the equation (A-3-2) is used to show a general form of partial differentiation of the respective terms of the
evaluation function E by the respective elements of Vp (X in the case of the equation (A-3-2)). An equation (A-3-7)
shows a case where the equation (A-3-2) is partially differentiated by the respective elements of X.
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where A denotes a column vector having X of elements, and the respective elements are obtained by partially differ-
entiating Ec by the respective elements Xx of X. It should be noted that "x" is the element number of the vector X, and
x=1, 2, ..., X.

(A-3-2) Partial differentiation of evaluation function E by elements of Vp

[0231] The following section shows partially differentiated equations (A-3-3) through (A-3-6) by the respective ele-
ments of Vp as in the case of the equation (A-3-7). In the following equation, Avt, Av, Ad, and An denote column vectors
having three elements respectively obtained by partially differentiating Evt, Ev, Ed, and En by the respective elements
of Cp, Mp, and Yp of Vp.
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[0232] The sum of the equations (A-3-8) through (A-3-11) is a vector obtained by partially differentiating the evaluation
function E by the respective elements of Vp. If this vector is a zero vector, and this equation is solved for Vp, there can
be obtained Vp which minimizes E. Namely, it means to solve:

for Vp. It should be noted that "f" is a vector obtained by partially differentiating E by the respective elements of Vp,
and is represented in a function form, and "0" denotes a zero vector.
[0233] As described above, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20f obtains Vp which minimizes the evaluation
function E, and then, terminates the smoothing processing.

Smoothing processing across overall LUT (step S25)

[0234] As Fig. 5 shows, then, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20e of the color conversion table producing
device 20A carries out smoothing processing across the entire color conversion LUT (step S25) detailed below.
[0235] For carrying out the smoothing processing across the entire LUT, if it is possible to correct only Vp without
changing the CMY vectors retained on the grid points other than the grid point "p", it is possible to obtain an optimal
Vp in the method described above. However, in a more realistic case, it is actually necessary to correct the CAN vectors
retained on the grid points other than the grid point "p" for smoothing across the entire color conversion LUT. Therefore,
the smoothing across the entire color conversion LUT is carried out by repeating sequential correction of the CMY
vectors at the respective grid points.
[0236] If the correction of the CMY vector at the grid point "p" in a state "n" to a next state (solving the equation (A-
3-12) for Vp) is denoted as "g", this correction is generally represented as an equation (A-3-13).

If the correction from the state "n" to the state "n+1" is carried out at all the grid points, the costs E at the respective
grid points are not always reduced. As the equation (A-3-13) shows, the CMY vectors in the state "n+1" are obtained
for the respective grid points based on the cost E in the state "n", and thus, the cost E in the state "n+1" is not considered
for obtaining the equation (A-3-13). Namely, though, due to the purpose of reducing the cost, it is expected that the
cost in the state "n+1" is smaller than the cost in the state "n" at most of the grid points, it does not always hold true.
[0237] Therefore, (1) the correction is carried out at the entire grid points using the equation (A-3-13) (step S40), (2)
the correction which increases the cost is not carried out (step S54), or (3) the correction by annealing which increases
the cost by a certain degree of a small amount is permitted (step S56).
[0238] Then, with reference to a flowchart shown in Fig. 11, more detailed description will now be given of the smooth-
ing processing across the entire color conversion LUT shown in step S25 in Fig. 5.
[0239] As Fig. 11 shows, when the smoothing processing across the entire color conversion LUT starts in S25, 0

Vp
n+1 = g(···, Vp-

n
1, Vp

n, Vp+1
n ···) (A-3-13)
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(zero) is set to "n" in the equation (A-3-13) (step S30), and the CMY vectors:

(p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are input (step S32). Reference numeral P denotes the number of the grid points.
[0240] Then it is determined whether "n<N" or not (step S34), and if "n<N" holds ("Yes" in the step S34), the costs
at grid point "p" in the state "n":

(p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are calculated (step S36), the CMY vectors in the certain state "n" at the respective grid point "p" (p=0,
1, ..., P-1) are obtained using the equation (A-3-13), and a variable "Count" is set to P (step S38).
[0241] Reference numeral N denotes how many times the smoothing is carried out, and indicates that the maximum
value of the state "n" is N-1.
[0242] If a condition "all of the grid points are not corrected" holds ("No" in the step S40), "p" is set to 0 (zero) (step
S42), and it is determined whether "p<P" or not (step S44).
[0243] Alternatively, if a condition "all of the grid points are corrected" holds ("Yes" in the step S40), or "p<P" does
not hold ("No" in the step S44), and "Count" is not 0 (zero) (''No'' in a step S46), "n+1" is set to "n", and probability
variable parameters for the annealing are decreased (step S48), and the procedure returns to the step S34.
[0244] Alternatively, if "p<P" holds ("Yes" in the step S44), the cost for the grid point "p" in the state "n+1":

is calculated (step S50), and it is determined whether:

or not (step S52). If the cost at the grid point "p" in the state "n+1" is equal to or more than the cost at the grid point
"p" in the state "n" ("No" in the step S52), it is determined whether a condition "not corrected unless cost decreases"
holds (step S54), and if the condition "not corrected unless cost decreases" does not hold ("No" in the step S54), it is
determined whether a condition "correction with annealing is permitted" holds (step S56).
[0245] If the condition "not corrected unless cost decreases" holds ("Yes" in the step S54), or the condition "correction
with annealing is not permitted" holds (''No'' in the step S56), the CMY vector at the grid point "p" in the state "n":

is set to the CMY vector at the grid point "p" in the state "n+1":

and, simultaneously, the variable (Count-1) is set to "Count" (step S60).
[0246] Then, after the step S60, or if the cost at the grid point "p" in the state "n+1" is less than the cost at the grid
point "p" in the state "n" ("Yes" in the step S52), or the condition "correction with annealing is permitted" holds ("Yes"
in the step S56), (p+1) is set to "p" (step S58), and the procedure returns to the step S44.
[0247] Alternatively, if "n<N" does not hold in the step S34 ("No" in the step S34), or "Count" is 0 in the step S46
("Yes" in the step S46), the CMY vector:

(p=0, 1, ..., P-1) are output (step S62), and the procedure terminates.
[0248] Then, after the smoothing processing across the entire LUT (step S25), the procedure returns to the step S26

Vp
n

Ep
n

Ep
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n+1 < Ep

n
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n+1

Vp
n+1
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in Fig. 5, the color conversion table is produced (step S26), and the produced color conversion table is stored in the
color conversion LUT storing unit 20b (step S28).
[0249] The procedure described above can produce the color conversion table capable of enhancing the continuity
of the color conversion of the image data.

Image processing device

[0250] In Fig. 19, the image processing device 20B applies desired image processing to RGB image data, and outputs
the processed image data to an image output device 30.
[0251] The image data are produced by separating a color image into predetermined element colors, and represent-
ing intensities in these respective element colors, which are chromatic colors, and may be mixed into achromatic colors
typified by gray and black if they are mixed at predetermined ratios.
[0252] In the present embodiment a description will be given of a case where the image output device is a color
printer using inks in six colors: C (cyan), M (magenta), Y (yellow), K (black), c (light cyan), and m (light magenta), and
reproducing colors based on the RGB data.
[0253] The image processing device 20B is comprised of a first color converting unit 20h which converts the RGB
image data to CMY image data, a color conversion LUT storing unit 20b which stores at least the color conversion
table produced by the color conversion table producing device 20A, a second color converting unit 20a which reads a
color conversion table (LUT) selected by a color conversion LUT selecting unit 20c from the color conversion LUT
storing unit 20b, refers to the read color conversion LUT thereby converting the CMY image data to C'M'Y' image data,
and a third color converting unit 20g which converts the C'M'Y' image data to CMYKcm image data.
[0254] A description will now be given of an operation of the image processing device 20B with reference to Fig. 4.
[0255] As Fig. 4 shows, if the user instructs the image output start (step 70), and a predetermined color conversion
LUT is selected through the color conversion LUT selecting unit 20c ("Yes" in a step 72), the predetermined color
conversion LUT is read from the color conversion LUT storing unit 20b, and read into the RAM (step 74). Then, the
color conversion LUT is built into the second color converting unit 20a (step 76), the three-dimensional color conversion
LUT is referred to to carry out image processing using interpolation, and image output processing is carried out (step 78).
[0256] According to the image processing device 20B according to the present embodiment, if in the step 72 is
selected a color conversion table which is produced by the color conversion table producing device 20A, and can
enhance the continuity of the color conversion of the image data, the color conversion is carried out using the color
conversion table, and thus, the tone jump is prevented after the color conversion.

(B) Second embodiment (chroma maintenance processing)

[0257] If simple smoothing is applied to the table to solve the discontinuity in the lattice, the chroma may decrease
across the entire table. A description will now be given of a chroma maintenance processing for producing a color
conversion table which restrains the color twist and the tone jump as much as possible while maintaining the chroma.
[0258] The chroma maintenance processing is carried out in "(A-1-6) Cost Ev due to deviation from target virtual
CMY". As described in (A-1-6), it is considered that the virtual CMY vector Vp at the grid point "p" takes the virtual CMY
vector VT as an ideal vector, this cost Ev is denoted by the equation (A-1-6) using the conversion matrix K.
[0259] It should be noted that Wv is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix, and is a weight matrix for the respective elements of the
virtual CMY vector. It can be confirmed that the equation (A-1-6) also has the same form as the second equation of
the equation (A-1-2).
[0260] It is not realistic that an ideal virtual CMY vector VT is known in advance as in the case of IT, and thus, a virtual
CMY vector closer to an ideal state or a virtual CMY vector as another target may be employed. On this occasion, as
the virtual CMY vector closer to the ideal state, the virtual CMY vector before smoothing is used. This is because it is
expected that as the smoothing progresses, the virtual CMY vector comes closer to the smoother ideal virtual CMY
vector, and the restriction on time of the smoothing is also considered.
[0261] However, the smoothing may decrease the chroma represented by the color data at grid points. If the chroma
decreases, vividness of an image decreases, and thus, the colors are not reproduced faithfully. Therefore, it is desirable
that the chroma of the color data before and the after the smoothing is maintained approximately constant.
[0262] A description will now be given of the chroma maintenance processing with reference to Fig. 13.
[0263] Fig. 13 (A) shows the virtual CMY space. The virtual CMY space is represented by a C axis, an M axis, and
a Y axis. A lightness axis 100 is a line satisfying C=M=Y in the virtual CMY space, and color data specified by a color
coordinate on the lightness axis 100 represents gray. The lightness changes along the lightness axis 100. It should be
noted that the chroma changes along a line orthogonal to the lightness axis 100, namely a chroma axis 110, and the
hue changes in a hue direction 120 about the lightness axis 100 on a plane perpendicular to the lightness axis 100.
[0264] Fig. 13(B) shows a CM plane in the virtual CMY space shown in Fig. 13(A). The chroma maintenance process-
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ing is described on the CM plane for the sake of simple description. In Fig. 13(B), the horizontal axis and the vertical
axis represent the C axis and the M axis respectively. It should be noted that the lightness axis 100 in the Fig. 13(A)
is projected on the CM plane.
[0265] A color coordinate of the grid point "p" is represented as (Cp, Mp, Yp) in the virtual CMY space. It is assumed
that a target point of the smoothing of the grid point "p" in the virtual CMY is a point T, and the color coordinate of the
point T is represented as (CT, MT, YT).
[0266] The respective minimum distances from the grid point "p" and the point "T" to the lightness axis 100 are
denoted as Lp and LT. If the shortest distance from the respective grid point to the lightness axis 100 corresponds to
the chroma represented by the color data at that grid point, the chroma values of the grid point "p" and the point "T"
respectively corresponds to the Lp and LT.
[0267] In Fig. 13(B), the positional relationship between the grid point "p" and the point T is "LT<Lp", the chroma at
the point T is lower than the chroma at the grid point "p". In this case, to avoid the decrease of the chroma, a position
T' (color coordinate (CT', MT', YT')) which satisfies "LT'=Lp" is set as a target point in the virtual CMY in place of the
point T. On this occasion, the chroma at the point T' is the same as that at the grid point "p". Further, the lightness and
the hue at the point T' are equal to those at the point T.
[0268] In this way, if the chroma represented by the color data decreases due to the smoothing, the target color
coordinate in the virtual CMY is changed from the color coordinate at the point T to the color coordinate at the point
T', thereby maintaining the chroma constant without changing the lightness and the hue of the color data.
[0269] If the target color coordinate is changed from the point T to the point T' in the virtual CMY, the equation (A-
1-6) is changed as:

where a virtual CMY vector VT'is a vector held at the point T'. It should be noted that the point T' satisfies "LT'=Lp".
[0270] Vector components of a virtual CMY vector K·Ip (=Vp) at the grid point "p" and the vector components of the
target virtual CMY vector VT' at the point T' are respectively represented as:

The following equation is obtained by assigning the equations (B-8) and (B-9) to the equation (B-7).

Ev=|Wv·(K·Ip-VT')|2 (B-7)
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[0271] In this way, if the target point T in the virtual CMY space satisfies "LT<Lp", the equation (B-10) is used for the
point T' satisfying "LT'=Lp", thereby maintaining the chroma of the color data constant before and after the smoothing.
Then, the processing from (A-1-7) is carried out.
[0272] A description will now be given of a variation to the chroma maintenance processing.

First variation

[0273] In a first variation, a chroma ratio is considered where the chroma ratio is specified by a ratio of the chroma
of color data to the maximum chroma determined by the lightness and the hue of the color data. Namely, in the smooth-
ing according to the present variation, the chroma ratio of color data before the smoothing and the chroma ratio of
color data after the smoothing are approximately the same.
[0274] A description will now be given of calculation of Ev according to the present variation with reference to Fig.
14. Fig. 14 shows the CM plane and the lightness axis 100 projected on the CM plane. It is assumed that the color
coordinate of the grid point "p" in the virtual CMY is (Cp, Mp, Yp), and the color coordinate of the point T is (CT, MT, YT).
[0275] The chroma at the grid point "p" is Lp, and the chroma at the point T is LT. The maximum chroma determined
by the lightness and the hue at the grid point "p" is denoted as Lpmax, the maximum chroma determined by the lightness
and the hue at the point T is denoted as LTmax.
[0276] In the first variation, if the chroma LT at the point T satisfies "(LT/LTmax)<(Lp/Lpmax)", it is considered that the
chroma decreases. In this case, to avoid the decrease of the chroma, a position T' (color coordinate (CT', MT', YT'))
which satisfies "(LT'/LTmax)=(Lp/Lpmax)" is set as a target point in the virtual CMY in place of the point T. Further, the
lightness and the hue at the point T' are respectively equal to those at the point T.
[0277] In this way, if the chroma ratio of the color data decreases due to the smoothing, the target coordinate in the
virtual CMY is changed from the color coordinate at the point T to the color coordinate at the point T', thereby maintaining
the chroma ratio constant without changing the lightness and the hue of the color data.
[0278] In this case, the cost Ev is calculated using the equation (B-10) described in the present embodiment. It should
be noted that the virtual CMY vector VT' is a vector which satisfies "(LT'/LTmax)<(Lp/Lpmax)" in the equation (B-10). In
this way, if the target point T in the virtual CMY space satisfies "(LT/LTmax)<(Lp/Lpmax)", the equation (B-10) is used for
the point T' satisfying "(LT'/LTmax)=(Lp/Lpmax)", thereby maintaining the chroma ratio of the color data constant before
and after the smoothing.

Second variation

[0279] A description will now be given of a second variation of how to calculate the cost Ev due to a deviation from
the target virtual CMY. Though the second variation is the same as the first variation in maintaining the chroma ratio
constant, the same processing as the first variation is carried out only if the color data at a grid point before the smoothing
presents the maximum chroma value in the present variation.
[0280] As a result, if the color data at a grid point presents the maximum chroma value before the smoothing, the
color data after the smoothing maintains the maximum chroma value.

Third variation

[0281] A description will now be given of a third variation of how to calculate the cost Ev due to a deviation from the
target virtual CMY Though the third variation is the same as the first and second variations in maintaining the chroma
ratio constant, the chroma ratio of the color data is maintained approximately constant before and after the smoothing
if the color data at a grid point before the smoothing does not have at least one color of CMY constituting the color
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data in the third variation.
[0282] A description will now be given of calculation of Ev according to the third variation with reference to Fig. 15.
Fig. 15 shows the CM plane and the lightness axis 100 projected on the CM plane as in the case of Fig. 14. The color
coordinate of a grid point "p" in Fig. 15 is (Cp, 0, Yp), and does not include M of the element colors of CMY Thus, if a
target point T in the virtual CMY (color coordinate (CT, MT, YT) (MT≠0)) satisfies "(LT'/LTmax)<(Lp/Lpmax)", the chroma
decreases, and also the element color M which is not contained in the color data before the smoothing is contained.
However, according to the third example, a point T' which satisfies "(LT/LTmax)=(Lp/Lpmax)", namely the point T' at a
color coordinate (CT', 0, YT'), is employed as a target coordinate in the virtual CMY in place of the coordinate of the
point T. Therefore, color data after the smoothing can be caused not to include an element color which is not included
in the color data before the smoothing, and simultaneously, the chroma of the color data before and after the smoothing
can be maintained constant.

(C) Third embodiment (program file producing device)

[0283] Fig. 16 shows a function block diagram of a profile producing device 20 according to an embodiment of the
present invention. A specific hardware constitution example of the profile producing device 20 is the same as the
schematic block diagram according to the first embodiment in Fig. 2, and thus, a description will be omitted.
[0284] It should be noted that "profile" described in the claims corresponds to "ICC profile" according to the present
embodiment. The ICC profile is a color conversion table compliant with specifications of the ICC (International Color
Consortium). A "color conversion table" implies a table for converting device values (such as RGB values) to ink quan-
tities (such as CMYKcm), and the device value is dependent on a color reproduction characteristic of an image output
device which is a separation characteristic, and is not applied with specific color correction as in the case of a color
correction table. In a description below, the color conversion table may be simply referred to as "color conversion LUT"
for the sake of simplicity of the description.
[0285] "Smoothed table producing means" described in the claims corresponds to a cost calculating unit 20g, a color
conversion LUT smoothing unit 20f, and a color conversion LUT producing unit 20e, and "color chart producing means"
corresponds to a color converting unit 20a.

Constitution of profile producing device

[0286] Fig. 16 is the function block diagram of the profile producing device 20 according to the embodiment of the
present invention. The color converting unit 20a of the profile producing device 20 converts input RGB image data to
CMYKcm image data, and causes a printer as an image output device 30 to print a color chart 50 based on the converted
CMYKcm image data. On the other hand, an ICC profile producing unit 20i of the profile producing device 20 uses
colorimetry data of the printed color chart to produce an ICC profile.
[0287] The image data are produced by separating a color image into predetermined element colors, and represent-
ing intensities in these respective element colors, which are chromatic colors, and may be mixed into achromatic colors
typified by gray and black if they are mixed at predetermined ratios.
[0288] The color chart represents output results of the image output device 30 arranged on predetermined areas
when the respective RGB values of an image input signal shown in Fig. 16 are independently changed in the tone from
0 to 255 at a predetermined tone step. It is assumed that the respective RGB values of the image input signal and the
corresponding arranged locations of the output results are known in advance.
[0289] Though, in the present embodiment, a description is given of a case where the profile producing device 20
produces an ICC profile used for color conversion from RGB to Lab, an ICC profile used for other color conversion can
be produced in the same manner. Namely, there can be produced an ICC profile used for color conversion from device
values (such as RGB values, CMY values, and CMYK values) dependent on the color reproduction characteristic of
the image output device to colorimetry values (Lab values, Luv values, XYZ values, and CIE CAM97S) indicating
appearance of a color.
[0290] The profile producing device 20 shown in Fig. 16 is comprised of the cost calculating unit 20g for calculating
a function (referred to as "evaluation function" hereinafter) E for evaluating a level of smoothing of data at respective
lattice points (grid points) after the color conversion, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20f for carrying out
smoothing processing using costs calculated by the cost calculating unit 20g, the color conversion LUT producing unit
20e for producing a color conversion LUT capable of enhancing continuity of color data when CMY data are converted
to CMYKcm data using the smoothed data at the respective grid points, the color converting unit 20a for converting
the RGB data to the CMYKcm data using the color conversion LUT produced by the color conversion LUT producing
unit 20e, and the ICC profile producing unit 20i for producing an ICC profile using values color-metered by a colorimetry
unit 20h.
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Profile producing processing control program

[0291] A profile producing processing control program according to the present invention is usually recorded on a
recording medium such as a floppy disk or a CD-ROM in a form readable by the computer 12, and circulated. The
program is read by a media reader (such as a CD-ROM drive 13c and a floppy disk drive 13a), and then, is installed
on a hard disk 13b. There is such a constitution that a CPU then properly reads a desired program from the hard disk
13b, and carries out desired processing. It should be noted that the profile producing processing control program
according to the present invention itself constitutes a part of the invention of the present application.
[0292] A description will now be given of the profile producing processing control program executed by the profile
producing device 20 shown in Fig. 16 with reference to Fig. 17 and Fig. 18.
[0293] Fig. 17 shows a flowchart showing an operation of the profile producing device 20 when the color conversion
LUT is produced.
[0294] As Fig. 17 shows, first, the cost calculating unit 20g carries out calculation processing for the respective costs
of the evaluation function E which is a function for evaluating the level of smoothing of data at the respective grid points
after the color conversion (step S22). The calculation processing for the respective costs is similar to that of the first
example of the first embodiment, and thus, a description will be omitted.
[0295] Then the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20f carries out the smoothing processing at the respective grid
points (step S24). The smoothing processing is also similar to that of the first example of the first embodiment, and
thus, a description will be omitted.
[0296] Then, the color conversion LUT smoothing unit 20f carries out the smoothing processing across the entire
color conversion LUT (step S25). The smoothing processing across the entire color conversion LUT is also similar to
that of the first example of the first embodiment, and thus, a description will be omitted.
[0297] Then, after the smoothing processing across the entire LUT (step S25), the procedure returns to the step S26
in Fig. 17, and the color conversion LUT producing unit 20e produces the color conversion LUT (step S26).
[0298] The procedure described above can produce the color conversion LUT capable of enhancing continuity of
the color conversion of the image data by correcting jumps of the separation characteristic.
[0299] Fig. 18 is a flowchart showing an operation of the profile producing device 20 when the ICC profile is produced
using the color conversion. LUT produced by the color conversion LUT producing processing described in Fig. 17.
[0300] First, RGB image data for producing the color chart 50 is transmitted to the color converting unit 20a and the
ICC profile producing unit 20i (step S80). Then, the color converting unit 20a refers to the color conversion LUT pro-
duced by the color conversion LUT producing unit 20e so as to carry out the color conversion from the RGB image
data to the CMYKcm image data using interpolation, creates the color chart 50 from the CMYKcm image data after
the color conversion, and causes the printer as the image output device 30 to print the produced color chart 50 (step
S82).
[0301] In this way, the profile producing device 20 according to the present embodiment uses the color conversion
LUT to produce the color chart 50, where the color conversion LUT is produced using the evaluation function E, namely
the color conversion LUT can enhance the continuity of the color conversion of the image data by correcting the jumps
in the separation characteristic.
[0302] Then, the colorimetry unit 20h measures colors at the respective lattice points in the printed color chart 50
(step S84). The colorimetry unit 20h color-meters the respective colors as Lab data in the Lab space.
[0303] Then, the profile producing unit 20i corresponds the RGB data as the image input data in respective prede-
termined areas on the color chart obtained in the step S80 and the Lab data as the color-metered values by the color-
imetry unit 20h in the respective predetermined areas to each other, thereby producing the ICC profile (step S86).
[0304] In this way, the profile producing device 20 according to the present embodiment uses the color chart 50 to
produce the ICC profile used for converting RGB data to Lab data where the color chart 50 is produced using the color
conversion LUT capable of enhancing the continuity of the color conversion of image data by correcting the jumps in
the separation characteristic. In this way, it is possible to prevent tone jumps in an image after the color conversion by
carrying out the color conversion using the ICC profile produced by the profile producing device 20.
[0305] Though the above description for the present invention is given of the one embodiment, the technical scope
of the present invention is not limited to the above description, and the above embodiment may be modified or improved.

Claims

1. A method for producing a color conversion table by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating
a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table.

2. An image processing device carrying out image processing using a color conversion table produced by using a
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smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color
conversion by the color conversion table.

3. The image processing device according to claim 2, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an
evaluation function based on a twisted quantity of an ink-quantity vector before and after the conversion using the
color conversion table.

4. The image processing device according to claim 2 or 3, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes
an evaluation function based on a twisted quantity in a virtual CMY space.

5. The image processing device according to any one of claims 2 through 4, wherein said twisted quantities are
corrected both in said ink-quantity space and said three-dimensionalized virtual CMY space so as to correct the
twisted quantities while maintaining continuity of the space before and after compression of the dimension.

6. The image processing device according to any one of claims 2 through 5, wherein said smoothing level evaluation
function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level from a target ink quantity.

7. The image processing device according to any one of claims 2 through 6, wherein said smoothing level evaluation
function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level from target virtual CMY.

8. The image processing device according to any one of claims 2 through 7, wherein said smoothing level evaluation
function includes an evaluation function based on an excess level from an ink quantity limitation.

9. The image processing device according to any one of claims 2 through 8, wherein said smoothing level evaluation
function includes an evaluation function based on an ink quantity reduced to minus.

10. The image processing device according to any one of claims 2 through 9, wherein said smoothing level evaluation
function includes an evaluation function based on ink generation.

11. An image processing method for carrying out image processing using a color conversion table produced by using
a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after
color conversion by the color conversion table.

12. A program of instructions for execution by the computer to perform an image-processing using a color conversion
table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective
lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table.

13. A method for producing a color conversion table by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating
a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table in a percep-
tually uniform color space such as the Lab space.

14. An image processing device carrying out image processing using a color conversion table produced by using a
smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color
conversion by the color conversion table in a perceptually uniform color space such as the Lab space.

15. The image processing device according to claim 14, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an
evaluation function based on a twisted quantity due to the perceptually uniform color space such as the Lab space
before and after the color conversion using the color conversion table.

16. The image processing device according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes
an evaluation function based on a deviation level from the target perceptually uniform color space such as the Lab
space.

17. An image processing method carrying out image processing using a color conversion table produced by using a
smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color
conversion by the color conversion table in a perceptually uniform color space such as the Lab space.

18. A program of instructions for execution by the computer to perform an image-processing using a color conversion
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table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective
lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table in a perceptually uniform color space such
as the Lab space.

19. A method for producing a color conversion table by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating
a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table in a color
space such as the CMY space.

20. An image processing device carrying out image processing using a color conversion table produced by using a
smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color
conversion by the color conversion table in a color space such as the CMY space.

21. The image processing device according to claim 20, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes an
evaluation function based on a twisted quantity due to the color space such as the CMY space before and after
the color conversion using the color conversion table.

22. The image processing device according to claim 20 or 21, wherein said smoothing level evaluation function includes
an evaluation function based on a deviation level from target CMY values.

23. The image processing device according to any one of claims 20 through 22, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function preventing the CMY value from exceeding 255.

24. The image processing device according to any one of claims 20 through 23, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function preventing the CMY value from being reduced to minus.

25. An image processing method carrying out image processing using a color conversion table produced by using a
smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color
conversion by the color conversion table in a color space such as the CMY space.

26. A program of instructions for execution by the computer to perform an image-processing using a color conversion
table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective
lattice point data after color conversion by the color conversion table in a color space such as the CMY space.

27. A method for producing a color conversion table by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating
a smoothing level of color data at respective lattice points after color conversion by the color conversion table, and
simultaneously, carrying out the color conversion such that the chroma represented by the color data at the re-
spective lattice points is maintained approximately constant before and after said smoothing.

28. An image processing device carrying out image processing using a color conversion table produced by using a
smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level of color data at respective lattice points
after color conversion by the color conversion table, and simultaneously, carrying out the color conversion such
that the chroma represented by the color data at the respective lattice points is maintained approximately constant
before and after said smoothing.

29. The image processing device according to claim 28, wherein said color conversion table carries out the color
conversion such that, as for such color data at the lattice point that the chroma represented by the color data
decreases after said smoothing compared with the chroma represented by the color data before said smoothing,
the chroma represented by the color data is maintained approximately constant before and after said smoothing.

30. The image processing device according to claim 29, wherein said color conversion table carries out the color
conversion such that, as for such color data at the lattice point that a ratio of the chroma represented by the color
data after said smoothing to the maximum chroma determined by the hue and lightness represented by the color
data after said smoothing decreases compared with a ratio of the chroma represented by the color data before
said smoothing to the maximum chroma determined by the hue and lightness represented by the color data after
said smoothing, the chroma represented by the color data is maintained approximately constant before and after
said smoothing.

31. The image processing device according to claim 28 or 29, wherein said color conversion table carries out the color
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conversion such that, as for such color data as presenting the maximum chroma, the chroma represented by the
color data is maintained approximately constant before and after said smoothing.

32. The image processing device according to claim 28 or 29, wherein said color conversion table carries out the color
conversion such that, as for such color data as not including at least one color of a plurality of element colors
constituting the color data as a component color, the chroma represented by the color data is maintained approx-
imately constant before and after said smoothing.

33. The image processing device according to any one of claims 28 through 32, wherein said color conversion table
carries out the color conversion such that a ratio of the chroma represented by the color data at the lattice point
after said smoothing to the maximum chroma determined by the hue and lightness represented by the color data
after said smoothing, and a ratio of the chroma represented by the color data before said smoothing to the maximum
chroma determined by the hue and lightness represented by the color data after said smoothing are maintained
approximately constant.

34. The image processing device according to any one of claims 28 through 33, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted quantity of an ink-quantity vector before and after
the conversion using the color conversion table.

35. The image processing device according to any one of claims 28 through 34, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted quantity in a virtual CMY space.

36. The image processing device according to any one of claims 28 through 35, wherein said twisted quantities are
corrected both in said ink-quantity space and said three-dimensionalized virtual CMY space so as to correct the
twisted quantities while maintaining continuity of the space before and after compression of the dimension.

37. The image processing device according to any one of claims 28 through 36, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level from a target ink quantity.

38. The image processing device according to any one of claims 28 through 37, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level from target virtual CMY.

39. The image processing device according to claim 38, wherein said color conversion table carries out the color
conversion such that the chroma represented by the color data is maintained approximately constant before and
after said smoothing in said target virtual CMY

40. The image processing device according to any one of claims 28 through 39, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on an excess level from an ink quantity limitation.

41. The image processing device according to any one of claims 28 through 40, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on an ink quantity reduced to minus.

42. The image processing device according to any one of claims 28 through 41, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on ink generation.

43. An image processing method carrying out image processing using a color conversion table produced by using a
smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level of color data at respective lattice points
after color conversion by the color conversion table, and simultaneously, carrying out the color conversion such
that the chroma represented by the color data at the respective lattice points is maintained approximately constant
before and after said smoothing.

44. A program of instructions for execution by the computer to perform an image-processing using a color conversion
table produced by using a smoothing level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level of color data
at respective lattice points after color conversion by the color conversion table, and simultaneously, carrying out
the color conversion such that the chroma represented by the color data at the respective lattice points is maintained
approximately constant before and after said smoothing.

45. A profile producing device producing a profile by using a color chart output by an image output device comprising:
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a smoothed table producing means for producing a color conversion table smoothed by using a smoothing
level evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color con-
version by the color conversion table;
a color chart producing means for causing the image output device to output the color chart based on desired
image input data using the smoothed color conversion table produced by said smoothed table producing
means;
a colorimetry means for obtaining a colorimetry value of the color chart; and
a profile producing means for producing a profile from a correspondence between said desired image input
data and the colorimetry value corresponding to said image input data.

46. The profile producing device according to claim 45, wherein said desired image input data include a device value
depending on a color reproduction characteristic of the image output device.

47. The profile producing device according to claim 46, wherein the device value depending on the color reproduction
characteristic of said image output device includes RGB values, CMY values, or CMYK values.

48. The profile producing device according to any one of claims 45 through 47, wherein said colorimetry value is a
colorimetry value indicating appearance of a color.

49. The profile producing device according to claim 48, wherein said colorimetry value indicating the appearance of
the color includes Lab values, Luv values, XYZ values, or CIE CAM 97S.

50. The image processing device according to any one of claims 45 through 49, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted quantity of an ink-quantity vector before and after
the conversion using the color conversion table.

51. The image processing device according to any one of claims 45 through 50, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on a twisted quantity in a virtual CMY space.

52. The image processing device according to any one of claims 45 through 51, wherein said twisted quantities are
corrected both in said ink-quantity space and said three-dimensionalized virtual CMY space so as to correct the
twisted quantities while maintaining continuity of the space before and after compression of the dimension.

53. The image processing device according to any one of claims 45 through 52, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level from a target ink quantity

54. The image processing device according to any one of claims 45 through 53, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on a deviation level from target virtual CMY.

55. The image processing device according to any one of claims 45 through 54, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on an excess level from an ink quantity limitation.

56. The image processing device according to any one of claims 45 through 55, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on an ink quantity reduced to minus.

57. The image processing device according to any one of claims 45 through 56, wherein said smoothing level evalu-
ation function includes an evaluation function based on ink generation.

58. A profile producing method producing a profile by using a color chart output by an image output device comprising:

a smoothed table producing step for producing a color conversion table smoothed by using a smoothing level
evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color conversion
by the color conversion table;
a color chart producing step for causing the image output device to output the color chart based on desired
image input data using the smoothed color conversion table produced by said smoothed table producing step;
a colorimetry step for obtaining a colorimetry value of the color chart; and
a profile producing step for producing a profile from a correspondence between said desired image input data
and the colorimetry value corresponding to said image input data.
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59. A program of instructions for execution by the computer to perform a profile producing method producing a profile
by using a color chart output by an image output device, said profile producing method comprising:

a smoothed table producing step for producing a color conversion table smoothed by using a smoothing level
evaluation function used for evaluating a smoothing level at respective lattice point data after color conversion
by the color conversion table;
a color chart producing step for causing the image output device to output the color chart based on desired
image input data using the smoothed color conversion table produced by said smoothed table producing step;
a colorimetry step for obtaining a colorimetry value of the color chart; and
a profile producing step for producing a profile from a correspondence between said desired image input data
and the colorimetry value corresponding to said image input data.

60. A recording medium readable by a computer recording a program according to any one of claims 56, 18, 26, and 44.

61. A method for producing a color conversion table using a plurality of costs used for evaluating a level of smoothing
at respective lattice point data after color conversion using the color conversion table.
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